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John Maughan, aka The Boscastle Busker, sings to raise funds for Mount Edgcumbe Hospice. Since
this photo was taken, he has increased the total to £17,065! See inside on page 20 for the full story.
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Harbourmaster’s News page 11
Crossword page 43
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Boscastle Community Primary School Intake Autumn 2015.
The School had 14 new children this term and 12 are pictured with their Teacher Miss Oxenbury. back row L to r:
Rosie, Archie, Jake, Ruben, Braden and Louise; front row: Ashley, Charlotte, Purdey, Jasmine, Amber and Finnley.

Boscastle Blowhole Team
The editorial team reserves the right to
accept, reject or edit any material submitted
for publication. The views expressed in
the magazine are those of the individual
contributors and do not necessarily reflect
those of the team. The editorial team are:
Philippa Arthan, Arthur Bannister, Heather
Colne, Audley Jarvis, Gloria Quinlan, Ann
and Chris Rodda.
The next Blowhole will be published in March
2016, items for inclusion can be emailed to
boscastleblowhole@yahoo.co.uk, please also
use this email address for advertising queries
Copies of the Blowhole are available by post at a
cost of £3 per issue or £12 for the year.
To subscribe either email boscastleblowhole@
yahoo.co.uk or phone 01840 250891
Cheques should be made payable to
‘Boscastle Blowhole'. Any communications to
the Blowhole can be sent by post to:
44 Clover Lane Close, Boscastle, PL35 0AL
The Blowhole is published quarterly
and printed by:
Easyprint of Red Post, Nr Bude tel: 01288
381700 email: easy.print@btconnect.com
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Boscastle Stores, Ferrett’s van, pic supplied by David
Flower, date uncertain

Music was in the Air…and around the Harbour too…
when musicians Bagas and friends, processed around the
harbour during the October Festival

Boscastle OilOrdering Group
The next date for ordering
is any time during March
2016 for a delivery in the
first week of April. If you
would like to join the
group, please ring Myrna
Lester on 01840 250520
and leave your details. All
those on the register are
guaranteed a 2p per litre
discount on all orders.
ML

Thank You 1
On behalf of Boscastle
Football Club I would
like to thank everyone for
their support at our Safari
Supper held on Saturday
14th November. A big
thank you to all those who
put so much hard work
into the evening to make
it such a success. A total of
£1100 was raised for the
Club funds.
Anthony Brewer
Club Chairman

Thank You 2
Christmas has come early.
Not one, but two smart
rubbish/ dog poo bins were
planted in the Harbour on
Wednesday November 4th.
One is on the north side of
the river Valency, the other
on the south side.
Oh what joy, the
harbour is looking cleaner
already.
Thank
you
National Trust.
Jane C
There’s a picture of one of the bins in the
National Trust’s article on page34

Where Am I Competition?

Can you guess where in
North Cornwall Kevin
is? He has a new "Where
Am I" competition at
www.thisisnorthcornwall.
co.uk where the seasonal
newsletter can also be
viewed. There is a cash
prize waiting for someone.
KE

Post Office
The good news is that Iain
and Becky Harrison have
successfully passed through
the application process
and had their interview
for opening a Post Office
in Boscastle Spar. The bad
news is that the process is
very slow and we will have
to wait until Febuary or
March next year for it to
open.
Pantomime 2016
Oh no its not! It can’t be
that time can it? Well
yes it is and the Boscastle
pantomime is now in
production.
Rehearsals
started at the end of
September, lines are being
learnt (well some of them!)
the stage is up so it is now
full steam ahead. This year
Jack in the Beanstalk gets
the Boscastle treatment
with perhaps a look in for
Robin Hood. (Well it is
the Boscastle pantomime).
This year there will be
five performances between
Wednesday 13th January
and Saturday 16th January.
Each performance is at
7.30pm (doors open at
7.00pm) apart from the
matinee on Saturday at
3.00pm (doors open at
2.30pm). Tickets will cost
£5 for an adult and £3.00
for under 12’s. They may
be purchased from either
garage, Spar or Visitors
Centre.
Do please come and
find out how Robin
winds up helping Jack
and whether or not they
can beat the giant or does
the giant for once gain the
upper hand and keeps hold
of his ill gained treasure?
MP
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The Macmillan
‘World’s Biggest
Coffee Morning’
Lynn Biddick held The
Macmillan’s
‘World’s
Biggest Coffee Morning’ at
her home in White Smock
Meadow, where, for many
years it has become an
annual fundraising event.
Cakes, pasties, books, brica-brac and a raffle (as well
as donations) helped to
raise an impressive total of
£1070.
Lynn, pictured above
with her sister, Barbara
Cookson, wishes to send
grateful thanks to all
her helpers, as well as
those who attended and
supported the event and
everyone who made the
day so successful with
their contributions and
donations.
Happy Retirement
Gerry
Gerry, our regular village
postman, surprised us
all when he retired. One
Saturday, at the end of
his round he hung up his
post bag and the next day,
without a word, he took off
in his campervan with Sue,
his wife, and Isla, his dog,
for a holiday in France.

It was some time before
many of us realised that he
wouldn’t be picking up the
post bag on his return – he
really had retired.
We will miss his distant
wave as his van went round
the village; the cheery
remarks that came with
our post and the ‘catchup’ on village news that he
provided.
We didn’t get a chance
to say ‘Happy Retirement’;
‘Good Luck’ or ‘Best
Wishes’, so we will say it
now – Good luck Gerry,
enjoy your retirement.
GQ

Used Stamps
A timely reminder to keep
saving your used postage
stamps and putting them
into the collection box in
the surgery or through the
letter box at 8 Pentargon
Road.
Every day another 100
people will start to lose their
sight, so the work of the
Royal National Institute of
the Blind is constant. Your
support over the past years
has been brilliant so please
keep it up!
ML
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Old Time Musical Evening

A
fabulous
evening
occurred on Tue, 10
November at Otterham &
St Juliot “new” hall. Minster
Community
Fellowship
(MCF) set up the event
with Roger Nicholls taking
the lead in all aspects. A
packed audience, some
180 people, were treated
to an “Old Time Musical
Evening”, Boscastle Style!
With the ever professional
Johnny Cowling acting as
Chairman, it always was
going to be a very special
evening.

Pam Finlay did a
magnificent job of tickling
the ivories on her piano
and performances from
Roger Nicholls, David
Pinn, Claire Cowling and
Peter Finlay peppered the
night with songs such
as “Polly Perkins” , “I’ll
make a Man of You”,
“Mrs Worthington” to
name but a few. Audience
participation was actively
encouraged – on arrival
everyone was given a
traditional style program
and song sheet. Good

job there were pasties and
refreshments on hand, to
re-fuel everyone!
Chris Edwards and
Johnny Statton acted out
“a piece of culture” and
had the audience in fits of
laughter. Some audience
members were dressed in
traditional fair and a prize
was given for the best
dressed.
The Show was a tribute
to the music halls staged
previously at Boscastle
Village Hall over a period
of 10 years, from the
mid-nineties to the mid
noughties. Michael Turner

On Saturday October 3rd,
photographer David Flower
was working in Boscastle
and had wandered down to
the harbour. He spotted a
blue metal plate (pictured
above).
Obviously
it
had been put there by a
member/s of the public
who hated the National
Trust for building 'this

NEATE
FEET

was director then and there
is no doubt he would be
very proud to see Roger
following in his footsteps.
On leaving many people
were asking when the next
one is, hopefully it may
become an annual event.
With a licensed bar and
raffle a whopping £2061
was raised, which is truly
outstanding. MCF would
like to thank everyone
involved (and there are
many!) in setting up this
event and funds raised
will go toward the upkeep
and ongoing restoration
projects of Minster Church.
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monstrosity, (their words) to
replace the old stone bridge.
There are many Boscastle
people who consider that
the bridge has destroyed
this lovely harbour and
fisherman find it very
difficult to maneuvered
their boats over the bridge,
if not impossible!.

For all your foot
health needs
Professional foot care in the
comfort of your own home

Painful Callus Reduced
Toenail Clipping
Ingrowing Toenails
Painful Corns Removed

Paddings & Dressings
Verrucae Treatment
Reflexology
Everything you require to keep
your feet pain free

Claire & Simon Neate DIPCFHP
Qualified foot health practitioners

Mob: 07968232344 / 07870508867
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Surprise Presentation by Boscastle Buoys

Rainfall totals measured in Boscastle

SX 09697 90138
Sept 2015 Oct 2015 Nov 2015

photo Barry Yelland

The
Boscastle
Buoys
were on top form at the
Napoleon Inn recently,
when they invited Ross
Haines and his family to a
surprise presentation.
Ross, aged 21, a
Bude boy who moved to
Australia when he was
young, had a motor bike
accident resulting in some
terrible injuries which
included loosing his left
arm. His family has been
raising money for a state
of the art prosthetic arm,
which costs in the region
of £30,000. On hearing
this the Buoys had no
hesitation in presenting
Ross with a cheque for
£500 from profits from
their new CD. The Reason
Why.
Back in October,
the Buoys entertained a

hall full of people when
Otterham & St Juliot Hall
committee hosted the first
Harvest Supper in the new
hall. Jacket potatoes with
various toppings followed
by a mouth-watering
section of desserts meant
the 60 people present could
sit back well-fed and enjoy
the Buoys special sound
and laugh at the joking
between songs.
The Boscastle Buoys
are constantly enlarging
their repertoire while not
forgetting old favourites.
The Hall Committee
Chairman, David Langley,
thanked all who had
contributed in any way to
the evening which was in
aid of hall funds because
there are still items needed
and money must be set
aside for future upkeep.

Total rainfall in
mm
Max daily rainfall in mm
Date on which
max fell
Number of
days with no
rainfall
Total rainfall
for same month
in 2014

72.4

68.4

?

27.4

23.6

?

14th

26th

?

16

16

?

13.6

143.2

153

Wella Book
Keeping Solutions
 For all bookkeeping requirements
 Sole trader; Partnership & Ltd Co accounts
 Year end accounts
 VAT returns & filing
 Self assessment tax returns & filing
 PAYE and payroll
 New business start up assistance

Tel: 01840 705004 for more information
Or email: keeper@wellabooks.co.uk

Qualified, experienced bookkeeper (Manual and computerised systems)
Insured and industry regulated.
Fully compliant with legal requirements to be registered under the Money Laundering
Regulations 2007

Literacy Tuition
There are quite a few adults out there who
are not confident of their reading and writing
skills, but they are understandably shy about
coming forward.
Being retired, and having the skills, I would
like to offer private tuition to such people,
free of charge and in strictest confidence.
Just give me a ring on 01840 250186 to see
what we can arrange.
Boscastle Blowhole Winter 2015
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Trekking the Great Wall of China
Back in February 2015 I
had the hair brained idea
of doing a challenge for
Cornwall Air Ambulance
Team (CAAT), ‘Walk
a section of The Great
Wall Of China’. Brilliant,
only problem I don’t do
walking!! But that didn’t
stop me. So my year began,
training started, also we
started to pester all our
customers for sponsorship
money. Collection tubs
and buckets were put into
the shop and also Tintagel
Spar. Very kindly Boscastle
School held a cake sale,
which Iain and Steve Coom
dressed up as the CAAT’s
mascots and The Napoleon
Inn held a quiz night.
I self-funded my trip
so all the money that was
raised went to Cornwall
Air Ambulance. So far I
have raised over £4,000.
As a group our total so far
is over £32,000 which is
amazing. I am amazed and
humbled by the generosity
of people for such a
fantastic cause.
The group consisted of
21 people from all parts of
Cornwall. We all met for
the first time at the airbase

ready for our adventure to
begin. And it most certainly
was that. I have to say it
was the most amazing and
terrifying thing I have ever
done all rolled into one.
We were walking on ledges
of 2 1/2 feet wide with over
400m drop and ridges with
over 400m drops on either
sides. Totally bonkers. So it
was 2 1/2 days of literally
blood sweat and tears but
we did it. The remaining 7
days were high but mostly
on the Wall. 7-8 hours a
day trekking.
I consider myself so
lucky to have experienced
this adventure with some
incredible friends. ‘Id like
to thank everyone who has
sponsored me, also all our
staff and my fund raising
manager Helen!! and Iain
and my boys for putting
up with my endless chatter
about China.
My story doesn’t end
here. In the spring of
2016 I will be fundraising
again for another amazing
adventure in 2017! I most
definitely have the bug for
adventures!
Many Thanks
Becky Harrison,
Boscastle Spar

D SCOTT ELECTRICAL
1, JORDAN VALE OLD ROAD BOSCASTLE CORNWALL PL35 0AJ

INSTALLATIONS
SALES & SERVICE
For all your electrical requirements

TEL : 01840 250155
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Boscastle Gateway Toilets

Whilst this news might
not seem huge, the fact
that a vote has occurred
and key stakeholders are
in agreement in principle,
it now is up to Cornwall
Council to take this
forward. If agreed, a
CIC will be formed with
members of the sub-group
and welcome any other

volunteers who would like
to take the CIC forward.
We would like to take
this opportunity to thank
volunteers from both the
PC, BCTC and officers
of Cornwall Council
who have been working
together in order to achieve
a better deal for Boscastle's
residents and businesses.

The current situation and what is proposed for
the future:
A
sub-group
of
The PC support the
representatives from the formation of a CIC
Boscastle Chamber of dedicated to the continued
Trade and Commerce running of the Gateway
(BCTC)
and
Parish toilet facility in the car
Council (PC) have taken park and other community
all of the information interests on the following
available and note that the conditions:
BC
toilets will be closed from
1. The
CIC
has British Council International SchoolAward
April 2016
representation from
If the toilets cease from
the PC and BCTC
operation, it is a firm belief
2. The CIC has the
that this would terrible
remit of running
for Boscastle's continued
the Gateway toilets
image’
until April 2019 as a
There is a group of
devolving leasehold
volunteers
from
the
agreement with a
PC and BCTC willing
six-month breakout
to form a Community
clause and a funding
Interest Company (CIC)
agreement from the
in order to continue the
elevated car park
facility without expense to
revenue for the first
the parish residents and
hour
businesses.
3. The CIC receives
The
representatives
funds already accrued
have formed a business
car parking funds
copyright photo courtesy David Flower
plan, obtained satisfactory
from the PC at £12k
Boscastle C.P. School - British Council International
quotes and external advice
and Cornwall Council
School
Award 2015-18. Photo taken outside the School
regarding devolving the
£12k to form a forward
entrance on Monday November 23rd 29015. Pictured
asset up to the end of the
budget to operate
are Sebastian, Ziggy, Filip, Sorcha, Sophie (holding the
current local authority
from April 2016
certificate) and Miss Oxenbury (Teacher).
administration in 2019.
This was unanimously
Therefore, at a meeting of supported by councillors at
the PC on Tuesday 24th the meeting and therefore
November, Cllr Chater the proposal will now be
on behalf the sub-group formally made to Cornwall
proposed that:
Council.
Fresh Crabs and Lobsters landed daily in Port Isaac from our own
boat ‘Mary D’. Available cooked, dressed, in a sandwich, boxed to
take home or even alive.
We also have a small seasonal selection of sustainably caught
Cornish fish, mussels, oysters and smoked fish, locally roasted
coffee, homemade cakes and lots more
Call in for a crab sandwich or lobster salad and glass of wine
Situated at the top of the hill near the Pea Pod Gallery
Calum and Tracey Greenhalgh
Fresh from the Sea
18 New Road, Port Isaac, PL29 3RE
01208880215
www.freshfromthesea.co.uk
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SHOULDER TO SHOULDER?
HOW ABOUT YOU………
There are, perhaps, a
number
of
common
misconceptions about The
Royal British Legion that
a substantial amount of
people in society assume.
The most prominent
being that you have to be
serving, ex-service or have
a connection to the Armed
Forces to become a member
of The Royal British
Legion (TRBL), and that
women cannot join the
membership of TRBL and
that, perhaps, there is no
youth involvement.
To put it bluntly, these
beliefs are fiction, you do
not need any connection
to the Armed Forces
Community to apply for
membership of TRBL.
Membership is open to
anyone, regardless of
gender and we welcome
Youth applications from
the age of 12 – 17 years of
age.
So why after reading
this would you consider
the option? It is my belief
that we all have a Charity

which is close to our hearts
and one that we, perhaps,
annually contribute to
however, in making that
decision we first have to
be aware of what we are
supporting.
Many of you will
know that we fundraise
annually during the two
weeks known as the
‘Poppy Appeal’ and that
we are the custodians of
Remembrance. However,
did you know that the
Legion provides lifelong
support for members of
the Royal Navy, British
Army and Royal Air
Force, Reservists, Veterans
and their families all year
round? Whilst we have the
benefit of staff support, the
Membership of the RBL
is very much the ‘ONE
TRUE VOICE’ of the
Legion in the hearts of our
communities.
Without
our prominence in society
and with that the ability to
educate further, the Legion
presence and opportunity
to remain in the forefront

of people’s minds becomes
heavily diminished.
This leads me quite
adeptly to raise awareness
of the potential closure
of your local RBL Branch
in Boscastle.
After
experiencing
a
good
turnout for the annual
Remembrance Day Service
and Parade from Forrabury
Church to the War
Memorial, it is extremely
disappointing to have only
welcomed 6 people to
Boscastle Branch Annual
General Meeting.
You may remember
(in late 2013) the Branch
was close to closure due to
falling numbers, even after

repeated requests for new
members including a door
to door mail drop. After
an article in the local press,
the Branch Committee
were thrilled to have
received interest from a
number of individuals and
the decision to close was
rescinded.
Regretfully, whilst the
Branch is meeting the
minimal constitution to
maintain a viable RBL
Branch, we are doing
just that, with little
opportunity to involve the
Branch in any fundraising
activities and work towards
forging relations within
the community with an

The Old Coach House
Relax in the beautiful
surroundings of this 300
year old coach house,
with large, secluded
mature garden and
private parking
01208 72328
reception@sproullllp.co.uk
42 Molesworth Street
Wadebridge, PL27 7DP

01840 212315
camelford@sproullllp.co.uk
8 Fore Street,
Camelford, PL32 9PG

www.sproullllp.co.uk
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01208 72328
bodmin@sproulllp.co.uk
42 Fore Street
Bodmin, PL31 2HW

Tastefully refurbished en suite rooms

Geoff & Jackie Horwell
Tel: 01840 250398

www.old-coach.co.uk

ultimate goal to raise
awareness of the Charity.
“So what?” is the
question. We are urgently
seeking individuals willing
to become Members of the
only Armed Forces Charity
to have a Membership.
Moreover,
we
would
welcome anyone who
would be willing, and
able, to invest their TIME
to serve on the Branch
Committee,
playing
an integral part in the
Management of the Branch
and
providing
much
needed support to our
Armed Forces Community,
past and present.
It is a sad fact that
without new interest
Boscastle Royal British
Legion Branch Committee
will need to make the
difficult
decision
to
close. The consequences
of which will lead to:
decommissioning of the
Branch Standard, possible
diminishing of the Poppy
Appeal
contribution,
and more importantly
the ability to continue to
support our Serving and
Ex-Service communities
by raising funds, assisting
with
direct
welfare,
lobbying government to
provide a better life for our
beneficiaries and remaining

the ‘ONE TRUE VOICE’
in our local community.
Should you be left with
an urge to find out more,
then please do consider
contacting us at www.
britishlegion.org.uk or by
calling the Legion help line
on 0808 802 8080. Adult
membership is a mere £16
per year (Youth one off
payment of £5), with the
ability to join online and
via a number of payment
methods.
PLEASE DO HELP
US TO HELP THEM
AND KEEP BOSCASTLE
RBL
BRANCH
IN
EXISTENCE
Branch meetings for
2016 are Tue 9 Feb, Tue
14 Jun, Tue 13 Sep, and
AGM Tue 22 Nov. at
7:30pm. Meetings are held
at the Methodist Church
schoolroom (rear entrance
to the building), and all are
welcome to attend.
For local information
on Boscastle Branch and
how to get involved please
contact Pete Hancock on
01566-777825.
PH

Orchard Lodge b&b
Gunpool Lane
More awards
Boscastle
Better than ever..
PL35 0AT
01840 250418
New look

www.orchardlodgeboscastle.co.uk

Oakwood Building
DANIEL ROOTS

CONSTRUCTION
01840 250644 / 07968 808135
danroots@aol.com
Roofing • Carpentry • New Build
Extensions • Renovations
Kitchens • Bathrooms
FREE QUOTATIONS

City & Guilds Qualified
Internal & External
Property Maintenance

01840 212258
07967582011

osbornedec@aol.co.uk

Free, Written, No Obligation Quotations

SUE WALLIS
DESIGNER DRESSMAKER

(01840) 250434

ALTERATIONS
DRESSMAKING - LADIES
GENTS & CHILDRENS
WEDDINGS & EVENING WEAR
SOFT FURNISHINGS etc ...
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News from the Lookout
If it’s not tempting fate too
much, we can look forward
to our year’s end without
any major incidents to
report,
although
the
weather has, on occasion,
made us fear the worst.
Not the wind, because
we are fairly well anchored
in the Lookout, although
our wind instrument
has suffered sometimes,
uniform hats have been
lost and we have feared
for some of the lighter
members of the public
who stray close to the
edge when the wind gets
above 40 knots. (46.0312
mph for anyone from upcountry)
In fact there’s a simple
way to see if the wind is
Force 6 (25.3171 mph)
or above, because that’s
the speed at which we
take down our flags and
hoist the Storm Cone.
However, there have been
times, like the third week
in November ,when it was
too windy even for that, so
still best to check with the
Met Office forecast.

One serious issue that
has been resolved this
year is the blind spot by
the harbour entrance that
made it almost impossible
to know if kayaks or other
small vessels made it
back inside safely. Quite
naturally they hug the
coastline below us and are
often out of sight but our
new CCTV System looking
down on the entrance will
stop us worrying quite so
much.
A fascinating talk from
the Senior Officer in
charge of the new civilian
SAR helicopter service
for Cornwall, based at
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Newquay, showed just what
to expect from the Sea King
replacements, faster, almost
certainly more comfortable
but delivering the same
standard of service we have
come to expect.
There
have
been
some changes to our
organisation, locally as well
as nationally.
Nationally a new 5 year
plan is being developed
to establish new stations
where they are needed, and
provide a contingency fund
to replace, repair or reinstate a station damaged
by storm, fire or flood.
Locally we have a new man
at the helm as John Davis
has stood down after 8
years as Manager. Hats off
and many thanks to John
for his hard work over the
years although whether
his new post as Treasurer
will be less stressful is
something we’ll ask him
this time next year. His
successor is Chris Evans a
Chartered Engineer, who
has been with us for six
years, spending four as a
Trainer and two as our
Maintenance Officer. A
trained civil pilot with
15 years in the RAF
Reserve, he professed to
know nothing about the
sea or matters maritime,
although anyone on watch
with him would find his
meteorological knowledge
well above the standard we
require.
His relationship with
our sometimes recalcitrant
wind generator and the
associated electrics has
perhaps been closer than
he would wish.
Once again we were
happy to look after the Car

Parking for the Festival
weekend and as delighted
as anyone that the weather
proved kind for the second
year running.
Eight members were
proud to be able to share the
Remembrance Day Service
at the Parish Church
with the community of
Boscastle this year.
So, our thanks to all
those local people who have
looked after our collection
boxes and supported our
table top sales. Now we
are looking forward to
our annual Christmas gettogether at Boscastle Farm
Shop and seasons greeting
to walkers and sea-goers
alike..
Even though we have
three newly qualified
Watchkeepers and more
in training, we are ending
the year down on numbers
and as we would hope to
man more evening shifts
at weekends during next
Summer we are once
again looking to recruit
more volunteers during
the winter so that training
will be well advanced by
the time the visitor season
starts again.
Remember, you don’t
have to walk up to the
Lookout to help our cause,
we are always happy to
welcome volunteers as
fund raisers to help keep
our station running.
So if you, or any one you
know, would be interested
in spending a few hours
each month looking out
for others, then call our
Manager, Chris Evans on
01566 781449

Harbourmaster’s
News
Storms Abigail and Barney

We had more good days
in October than the whole
of July and August put
together this year which
made for a lot of boat trips
for those users who decided
to leave their boats in the
water and on the moorings
right up until the end of the
month which is the usual
cut-off date for insurance
cover. I know Scott Washer
went in Beeny netting down
towards Trebarwith and
recorded some exceptional
catches of bass although
fewer herring. I had some
lovely days line fishing in
Rene before the crane came
and lifted her out along with
Pete Templar’s Black Jack
both of which are now laid
up beside the harbour for
winter.
I got called out in the
night the day before the lift
as Black Jack had parted
her front cleat and needed
emergency lashing down.

have given Beeny some
turbulence on her mooring
and there is always some
anxiety for Boscastle boat
owners in the winter months
but I gather Scott is aiming
to have all his pots ashore
well before Christmas and
lay up thereafter until the
Spring.
On a slightly more
esoteric note I saw and talked
to the artist Kurt Jackson
who used to live in the
village and he was painting
down on the harbour in
November. He mentioned
to me the quite famous
pictures painted by JMW
Turner RA of the entrance
and cliffs now about 190
years old and which can be
seen on line for those keen
on watercolours. I know
Kurt is opening a new gallery
down in St Just which I am
sure will be worth a visit.
Chris Key

Scott Washer with one of the bass he caught

Grass Cutting, Hedge Trimming & General
Grounds Maintenance.

Tel/ Txt: 07733 937486
Teri Roberts
Email: trim-n-edge@tiscali.co.uk

M. Biddick & Son Ltd
Electrical Contractors

Tel: 01566 86183 Mob: 07974 676583
email: simonbiddick@btinternet.com
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Kendra’s Journal
September

Empty hazelnut shells lay
on the paths, but although
I could smell squirrels I
didn’t see one - with Mila
crashing about they had
plenty of warning, so it’s
not surprising that they
hid! Mila is not as agile as
I am. Once when she tried
to follow me over a style;

at Stonehenge (half way
from their home). Bob
says she looks like she has
springs on her feet because,
when she sees us she gets so
excited, she jumps up and
down and up and down
- trying to look into the
car. Molly is used to Mila
now and has begun to ‘play

if she’s been helping herself
In the hedgerows the to my dinners when I
‘season of mists and mellow wasn’t looking.)
fruitfulness’ had produced
October
an abundance of sloes and
After a summer of
blackberries.
Twittering
mostly rain, the end
swallows and swifts were
of September and the
fewer in number, many
having ‘left the building’
for warmer climes. The
ponies by the ‘Lookout’
had gone - somewhere (?).
Farmers and their tractors
(with all kinds of monster
equipment attached) had
been busy harvesting and
ploughing and the tints of
the landscape had become
softer.
Autumn visitors were
Kendra overheard one tractor saying to the other 'Proper job done'
a different animal to the beginning of October was she landed in a heap on the nicely’, which gives me a bit
ones that were here in the perfect – day after day, other side, another time we of peace. Thank you Molly,
summer holidays. Mila warm and sunny - but there were chasing rabbits and it’s much appreciated.
had become used to our were still chilly reminders she crashed into the fence.
November
‘loads of visitors’ being in that, too soon winter would Bob says she is ‘clumsy’,
The 1st day of November
the house and we had been follow. Fortunately, for the I’m much more agile.
was so sunny and warm it
‘visiting’- the Vet (for our Boscastle Food and Craft
The nights started to
seemed like summer, but
annual check-up and jabs - Festival, the sun shone on
get darker earlier (did you
it didn’t last. Although the
no, not the ‘flu jab’ but just both days – Jan was missing
see the red moon, this
weather became cooler, we
as important if we are to during the Festival (she was
month? I was asleep and
still swam in the harbour
stay healthy). Incidentally, ‘tied up’ with some of the
missed it). Towards the end
and the river. Sometimes,
I’ve heard that some of you organisation – sounds very
of the month it was half
I walk up the river in the
will be visiting your ‘Vet’ uncomfortable!).
term and the clocks went
water, Mila runs along
for ‘flu jabs’ next month
The footpaths in Peter’s back (remember -‘Fall
the bank barking at me to
– ouch! I expect Mila will
Wood and the valley were back, Spring forward’).
come out – it’s good to get
have to go on a diet soon,
carpeted with crunchy Mollydoodle visited us
away from Mila sometimes!
because when the Vet
fallen leaves – oaks, beech again. She does enjoy the
When Mila gets into the
weighed her, she was 3 kilos
and sycamore - in all walks in Boscastle. We
river Bob says she ‘sends
heavier than me. (I wonder
shades of russet and gold. meet Molly and her ‘Mum’

T
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CONSTRUCTION
EXTENSIONS • RENOVATIONS
NEW BUILD • BATHROOMS

Phone: 07989 327 873
FREE QUOTATIONS
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Kendra’s Journal
the fish flying’. They must
wonder if the weather has
become stormy or whether
the flood has returned.
The starlings came
back. Have you seen them?
I did. At first I thought I
was watching a distant
parachute floating down
from the sky. When it went
back up in the air, separated
into two parts and then the
parts joined up again, I
realised it must be a flock
of starlings. I don’t expect
they have unpacked their
thermals yet. The weather
has not been very wintery;
I saw a butterfly out and
about today, so that will
tell you how warm it has
been.
Well folks, I have
managed to keep my
2015’s
resolution
of
writing a journal every

month. Next year Jan
and Bob are planning a
narrow boat holiday on
Llangollen Canal. We will
have to cross the Chirk
Aqueduct – 21 metres high
and 220 metres long – very
scary! Bob says he expects
that before the instructor
has finished giving them
advice, on how to sail the
narrow boat, Mila will have
fallen in (she is so clumsy).
So I think my next year’s
resolution will have to be
to teach Mila how to be a
better swimmer.
Have a Very Happy
Christmas and don’t forget,
if you see Mila, Bob, Jan
and I out and about say
‘Hello’; we’ll be looking
out for you too.
GQ

Hartley Home Care
Providing Quality Care to the Community
We now provide care only to people funding their care
either privately or through the Direct Payment scheme.

We provide bespoke, discrete care to people in their
own homes. Care is arranged to suit you, personally,
and not adjusted to fit in with other people’s needs. If
you are looking after a loved one or neighbour and
would like to have a carer to support them for anything
from a couple of hours a week to several visits a day.
We are also looking for enthusiastic people who want to
help make people’s lives better to work as Care Assistants
in this area. Top rates of pay and allowances paid.

Call Sue on: 01840 213040
or e-mail us at: admin@h-h-c.co.uk

FAULKNERS
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Full range of plumbing services

WESTERINGS

Installation, servicing & repair of Oil, LPG &
natural gas central heating systems

Spacious Self-Catering
Accommodation

Landlord Safety Certification

- Open All Year Shirley Wakelin

Forrabury, Boscastle
Tel: 01840 250314

Website: www.westeringsholidays.co.uk

OFTEC Registered: 14288
Gas Safe Registered: 222122

01840 250853
07773 132221
faulknersplumbing@btinternet.com
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This year two local
businesses have been taken
over by new proprietors.
Chris Rodda went to meet
them and find out more
about the people ‘behind
the counter’:

CORNISH STORES
When Paul Langford took
over the Cornish Stores
from Guy and Tracy de
Courtin on 18th June a
major deciding factor
was the agreement by
Clare Stripe to stay on
as manageress. Between
them they intend to realise
the full potential of the
Stores by featuring local
products and a range of
speciality items.
Although it might
have seemed a spur of
the moment choice, Paul
has long known both the
Stores and neighbourhood.
As a well-regarded local
businessman based in Bude
he is much involved in the
town’s community affairs
and from his Tasty Pasties
emporium has supplied
customers all around the
area for the past thirty
years.

He
has
already
enhanced
the
Stores’
appeal by opening up a
service window directly
onto the car park. It is
a first point of call for
visitors fancying a coffee
or a pasty or one of a range
of twenty-two varieties of
local ice cream, including
the popular Salted Caramel
and Candyfloss flavours.
On the occasion of the
annual Boscastle outdoor

Sails Café & Terrace
6 Bridge Walk, Boscastle
Good Quality, Locally Sourced

Homecooked Food
at

Affordable Prices

DINE IN OR TAKE AWAY
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Bookings Welcome

01840 250501
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carol service on 11th
December the Stores will
be dispensing free cocktail
pastries to complement
mulled wine at the Spar.
The intention is to restore
old fashioned standards
of service to customers,
attending to the needs of
locals rather than tourists.
Paul is offering to supply
Christmas hampers, made
up amongst other things of
Cornish chutneys and jams,
biscuits, teas and coffee.

Cream teas can be received
by post, guaranteed next
day delivery. There will be a
phone-in order service and
free delivery of groceries to
villagers. The Stores motto
is “personality and quality.”
Given Paul’s proven
success elsewhere and with
Clare’s help no doubt he
will be a welcome and
refreshing addition to the
village as well as business
community,
CR

CORNISH STORES
VILLAGE SHOP
For all your Grocery and every day
essentials
Fresh fruit and vegetables daily
Fresh local meat
Hot pasties and drinks to takeaway
Open daily at 8.30am

THE BRIDGE, BOSCASTLE

01840 250344

SAILS CAFÉ
A shared love of Cornwall
and particularly, Boscastle,
inspired John and Natalie
(“Nat”) Cummins to take
over ownership of Sails
Café on 14th October.
Although
comparative
newcomers to the catering
industry, their hope is to
contribute towards both
Boscastle’s thriving tourist
trade and to serve local
people well into the future.
They both felt it was
time for a change in
career and lifestyle and
are undaunted by the
prospect of a new challenge
in unfamiliar territory.
Coming from the SouthEast of England, John has
a business degree and has
worked as a production
manager for the past
twenty years, although
he does recall working in
restaurants as a student.
Nat has had a more eclectic
background. After taking
a degree in photography
she swapped careers to
become a corporate banker,
acquiring a second degree
in business along the way.
She has also worked a spell
as a pub manager so is no
stranger to catering for the
public.
They are accompanied
by Kayko, a lovable eight-

stone rottweiller, very fond
of humans, other dogs and
beaches.
John and Nat have
found
local
people
approachable,
friendly
and helpful. While they
contemplate no immediate
changes in style – they
are still unpacking – they
appreciate the importance
of breathing space to get
to know the area before

the start of next season.
Ideas for dish of the day
menus, extended opening
or special events will
depend on assessing local
preferences and fitting in
with what else is on offer
from other establishments.
So far the only visible
evidence of new ownership
will be removal of obtrusive
signage and fencing which
they feel impedes access to

other shops, and is out of
keeping with Boscastle’s
traditional environment.
Incidentally, this popular
improvement reveals the
four-point compass set in
the pavement outside.
With their freshness
of
approach
and
determination to succeed,
Blowhole is glad to
welcome John and Nat to
join their community.
CR

BLOCKED DRAINS
CLEARED FAST
24 hr call out
Hedley Venning

01840 250113
07974 581836
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Dear friends
I write this article in the
aftermath of the Paris
terrorist attacks which
has left me, as I am sure
it has left many of you,
wondering about this
world that we live in.
We can in our lives
think that the little things
that get us down and upset
are important, but… are
they really? What would
we feel if we had had a row
over breakfast with our
loved ones and then found
that we could not say
sorry to them as they had
been killed? Why do we
get so upset over the small
difficulties in life when we
can seem at times to totally
ignore the bigger picture?
Jesus says ‘you shall
love the Lord your God
with all your heart, and
with all your soul, and
with all your mind, and
with all your strength.’ The
second is this, ‘You shall

love your neighbour as
yourself.’ There is no other
commandment
greater
than these.” ‘(Mark 12:3031. NRSV)
I have been struck that
we often do not seem to
take these words to heart,
and struggle to even like
our neighbour, let alone
love them. However, the
open letter from Antoine
Leiris, which directly
addressed the terror gang
who gunned down his
wife Hélène Muyal-Leiris
in the Paris shooting
really hit home for me,
and so I would like to
share this here with you
just in case you missed it
On Friday night you stole
the life of an exceptional
being, the love of my life,
the mother of my son, but
you won’t have my hatred.
I don’t know who you
are and I don’t want to
know - you are dead souls.
If this God for which

Vacancies exist for adults and children
(beginners or advanced) to have

Piano or Keyboard Lessons
to be taught in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere by a junior
school teacher with over 20 years of experience of piano teaching
in Cornwall. Parents are welcome to attend the lessons.
For further details please ring

Peter L Henry BA, LTCL

01840 770470
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you kill indiscriminately
made us in his own image,
every bullet in the body of
my wife will have been a
wound in his heart.
So no, I don’t give you
the gift of hating you.
You are asking for it but
responding to hatred with
anger would be giving in
to the same ignorance that
made you what you are.
You want me to be
afraid, to view my fellow
countrymen with mistrust,
to sacrifice my freedom for
security. You have lost.
I saw her this morning.
Finally, after many nights
and days of waiting. She
was just as beautiful as
when she left on Friday
night, just as beautiful as
when I fell hopelessly in
love over 12 years ago.
Of course I’m devastated
with grief, I admit this
small victory, but it will
be short-lived. I know she
will accompany us every

day and that we will find
ourselves in this paradise
of free souls to which you’ll
never have access.
We are two, my son and
I, but we are stronger than
all the armies of the world.
I don’t have any more
time to devote to you, I
have to join Melvil who is
waking up from his nap.
He is barely 17-monthsold. He will eat his meals
as usual, and then we are
going to play as usual,
and for his whole life this
little boy will threaten you
by being happy and free.
Because no, you will not
have his hatred either.
This open letter also
then reminded me of
another great act of
forgiveness:
William Ury wrote
in his 1999 book The
Third Side about the
peace campaigner Gordon
Wilson (25 September
1927-27 June 1995)

Down 1 frangipani 2 rap 3 adept 4 parr 5 priest 6 toffee
7 stir 8 tango 9 ogle 10 kea 12 pi 14 type 16 yoke
19 odometer 21 erudite 22 oloroso 24 agitation
26 amateur 27 naval 30 selfish 32 keen 35 sienna
36 eve 41 snip 43 net 45 auk

Robert

Boscastle Methodist
Chapel:
Rev Bryan Ede,
38 Penmead Road,
Delabole
PL33 9AP
Tel: 01840 214818
Roman Catholic Church:
Fr Storey
St Paul’s Church,
Tintagel
Tel: 01840 770663
Church of England:
Revd Robert Thewsey
The Rectory,
Forrabury,
Boscastle
PL35 0DJ
Tel: 01840 250359
Religious Society
of Friends:
Quakers meet each
Sunday at 10.30am in
the John Betjeman
Centre, Wadebridge
Across 1 frappe 7 stoke 11 radar 12 pottage 13 aperitif
15 inlay 17 prey 18 forge 20 speed 22 ok 23 stereo 24 ale
25 pan 28 mango 29 amass 31 irk 33 nave 34 mistletoe
37 italy 38 tie 39 vase 44 inn 46 eros 47 upon 48 hopsack

Yours in Christ

Contact Details:

Answers to Crossword:

In an interview with
the BBC, Wilson described
with anguish his last
conversation with his
daughter and his feelings
toward her killers: “She
held my hand tightly, and
gripped me as hard as she
could. She said, ‘Daddy, I
love you very much.’ Those
were her exact words to
me, and those were the
last words I ever heard her
say.” To the astonishment
of listeners, Wilson went
on to add, “But I bear no
ill will. I bear no grudge.
Dirty sort of talk is not
going to bring her back
to life. She was a great
wee lassie. She loved her
profession. She was a pet.
She’s dead. She’s in heaven
and we shall meet again.
I will pray for these men
tonight and every night.”
As historian Jonathan
Bardon recounts, “No
words in more than twentyfive years of violence in
Northern Ireland had such
a powerful, emotional
impact.”
Let us all then remember
that in this world that we
live in we can all make a
difference, and we can and
should make this world a
better place to live in.

Bouquets for the Blowhole
Supporters Everywhere
As Treasurer of the Blowhole, and on behalf of the rest of
the Blowhole Team, I wish to thank the Advertisers and
Subscribers for their loyal support of the magazine. I also
wish to thank our distributers, who are an important part
of our support team, for their diligent efforts in delivering
the magazine – in all weathers.
We wish you all a Very Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
GQ

Camelford Spiritualist Church
Did you know there is a Spiritualist Church
in Camelford? We are located in Camelford Hall,
Clease Meadows and hold services every Sunday at
6.30 pm. We have a visiting medium every week and
our services are light and friendly, afterwards we have
tea/coffee and a chat if you wish to stay.
Everyone is welcome.
For further information please visit
www.camelfordspiritualistchurch.webs.com

As the Blowhole goes to print, we are saddened to
hear of the death of Tony Dominy. Our sincere
condolences to his wife, Jilly, daughter Joey, sons
Jamie and Shaun and to the rest of the family.

HIGHFIELD MOTORS
Proprietor: F Luffarelli

Servicing, Repairs & Tyres at Highly Competitive Price
for all cars, motorcycles and vans

MOT’s Class 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 7
Highfield Road Industrial Estate, Camelford, PL32 9RA

Tel: (01840) 212666
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My Life In Boscastle – Molly Webber
A much loved character
within Boscastle, Molly
has lived in the village
for over 60 years now.
Having celebrated her 81st
birthday earlier this year,
the Blowhole’s Audley Jarvis
caught up with Molly to chat
about her life in Boscastle,
and to ask how she thinks
the village has changed over
time.
Molly Webber was born
in Rock on the 28th July,
1934. The second eldest of
ten siblings (seven sisters
and three brothers), her
father was a shoemaker
with a thriving business
in Wadebridge, and her
mother was a homemaker
who, according to Molly,
“never set foot outside of
Rock!”
Molly
moved
to
Boscastle in 1953, aged
19. Her first job was as
a milkmaid doing the
rounds with Bob and Betty
Cowling, who also ran the
local butchers from the
same house that Molly now
lives in and which she has
owned since 1971. Before
long Molly began learning
the butcher trade from Bob
and Betty too.
“Every Tuesday and
Thursday, we used to load
the van up with everything
we needed,” explains Molly.
“We’d take some scales, a
chopping block and a fresh
carcass. We used to deliver
up as far as Crackington,
taking in Tresparrett, St
Gennys and Wainhouse
on the way. In those days
people would come out
and have a look inside the
van to decide what they
wanted and we’d chop it up
and weigh it out for them

on the spot. Bob taught
me everything I needed
to know, but it was a very
old-fashioned butchers in
those days – you could ask
for rump, but there was
no guarantee you would
actually get it!” she laughs.
In 1957, aged 23,
Molly was made Boscastle
Carnival Queen, with
Jean Nicholls and Wendy
Brewer her attendants on
the day. A few years later
in 1961 Molly married
Mike Webber and moved
into Penrowan on the New
Road. Two children, Gillian
and Shirley, soon followed.
“I continued working
for Bob up at the butchers
and did the milk round
for a further 20 years,”
continues Molly. “At some
point towards the end of
the 1970s we gave up the
butchers and John Adams
took over, and he ran it
for the next 18 years or so.
I’d moved back to Myrtle
Cottage by then and lived
in the slaughterhouse out
the back so that I could run
a bed and breakfast inside
the house. I carried on
doing that until I was well
into my 70’s.”
Having lived in the
village for over 60 years
Molly has borne witness
to many changes. What
does she think has been the
single biggest change in the
village over that time?
“Well, back when I first
arrived in the village every
cottage on this street was
owned by a local person,”
she says. “Right the way
down Fore Street, around
the harbour and all the way
up to Penally all the houses
were lived in throughout
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photo Audley Jarvis

Molly began life in Boscastle working for Bob and Betty
Cowling, who ran a butchers from Myrtle Cottage
the year. I got to know
everyone through the milk
round and there was a real
sense of community. I think
it was in the late seventies
and early eighties that it
began to change.”
And what was the social
life in the village back in
those days?
“Well,
much
like
nowadays,
it
mostly
centered centred on the
pubs. The locals would all
get together and Charlie
Jose and Evan Tricks would
often be singing. Beatrice
Beard used to play the
piano on a Saturday night
in the Cobweb from around
9pm until midnight nonstop. She knew all the old
traditional singalongs, and
we’d all join in. Evan also
had a thing he did called the
‘Muffin Man’. He’d balance
a pint of beer on his head
and would dance around
with it and then get down
to the ground and back up
again – all without spilling
a drop. Of course, many
visitors thought they’d like
to have a go too, but they

weren’t nearly as good at it
and a lot of beer ended up
on the floor!”
Is was this also where
the infamous broom dance
was invented?
“Ah yes, the broom
dance,” laughs Molly. “We
used to do that on Boxing
Day, usually in the Cobweb.
The idea was that you had
a broom handle and you’d
keep crossing over it with
your partner. Gradually
it would get higher and
higher and the goal was to
see who could swing their
leg the highest. Charlie Jose
was probably the best at it!”
“During the 80’s, I
spent seven or eight years
working behind the bar in
the Cobweb with Dickie
Burnett, back when Ivor
ran it. We had lots of fun
times. I remember one
Boxing Day, John Adams
rode a horse into the
Cobweb dressed as Lady
Godiva. They wanted me to
do it, but I wasn’t allowed,
so John did it instead.
Sadly, it’s not really like that
anymore on Boxing Day.”

My Life In Boscastle – Molly Webber

Salt Road – A Cornish Odyssey review

What do you think has
changed for the better in
recent years?
“The primary school
and the playgroup. I think
they are both huge assets
to the village. Miss Duffy,
the headmistress, is doing
a really fine job and I think
the children learn a lot
down there, which really
sets them up to go on to big
school.”
Our final question for
Molly, is what does she
think makes Boscastle
special?
“Boscastle has always
had a fantastic community
spirit. I know that a lot of
people are moving back
and settling down with

An evening of stories
and music about the sea
and how it shapes us,
was presented at a well
attended event in Boscastle
Village hall at the end of
September.
“Salt Road”, a Cornish
Odyssey around the coast
and salt roads, was written
by AnnaMarie Murphy,
predominantly
for
performance at Cornish
feasts, halls and festivals.
The centre stage was set
with props, including old
maps and newspapers, a
picture of an old galleon and
a small sexton. Standard
lamps surrounded the
scene, creating the feeling
of being seated in a living
room ready to listen to an
afternoon play.
The evening began with
a folk piece/shanty by the
band Bagas Degol.
The first story told of
a young lady from Land’s
End who realised the sea
was going to rise and wash
over the land. She raced to
the church to ring the bell
to let everyone know of the
forthcoming catastrophe.
Another story told of
the three Jolleff brothers,
one of whom is buried at
Mousehole Chapel where
the story begins. They had
ideas about spreading the
word of God to other lands
by going by ship with
many bibles in the hold.
Mary, girlfriend to one of
the brothers, had her own
dreams such as swimming
to the isles of Scilly cloaked
in goose fat to keep her
warm.
Other
Cornish
traditions sneaked in, like

their families so hopefully
this can continue into
the future. Also, a lot of
people of different ages live
here and they’re all able
to mingle together. You
can be in the pub or at a
village gathering and you’ll
see 18-year-olds happily
chatting with 80-year-olds
– I’m not sure it’s like that
everywhere else. And, of
course, we live in such a
breathtakingly
beautiful
part of the world. It’s a
child’s paradise, growing up
in a village like this.”
With that, it’s time to
thank Molly for her time
and wish her many happy
future years in the village.
AJ

Molly in full-on broom dance mode. Picture courtesy of
the Boscastle Community Archive, which can be found
on Facebook

the food they took on their
journeys such as “Pauline
Perks blackberry jam” or
Mother’s saffron cake”.
The wide range of
instruments used to create
the feeling of being by the
sea, included a clarinet,
Cornish and Scottish
pipes, guitar, mandolin,
keyboard, old hand organ,
drum and cymbal.
As
the
evening
proved
so
popular,
people were encourage
to leave their names so
they could be informed
of future productions
through Boscastle Artists
Community
Interest
Company.
THANK YOU to all
who attended, who helped
and who supported.
The evening was only
possible because of CARN
TO COVE – who offer a
regular “menu” of music
and theatre possibilities
that villages can bring to
their own halls.
Helen Pusey

Next Planned Event:
Sunday Feb 28th
Roving Crows in
Concert
Celtic folk rock group
Check them out on
facebook! Tickets on sale in
January. Should be a great
evening.
Lesley BroughWalker BAC
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The Boscastle Busker
John
Maughan,
The
Boscastle Busker, has
raised just over £17,000
for Cornish hospices since
he started busking in the
harbour.
John and his wife,
Cheryl,
both
trained
teachers, were firmly rooted
in northern England and
Scotland, but in 1972 were
persuaded by a friend to
help set up a special school
in Whitstone, Cornwall.
“No more than two years,”
they said.
Those two years have
grown to forty-three! Soon
after arriving in Cornwall,
they
discovered
the
Napoleon Inn with Charlie
Jose and co in full voice.
Fun’s bar, packed with
village residents, all singing
for the joy of it. Charlie
would encourage John and
Cheryl to sing, with the
words, “I’m a bit short of
wind, come on you young
uns – give us one of your
songs!”
“It was an exchange
of traditions,” says John,

“We learned Cornish songs
and Charlie learned ours.”
The warm welcome they
received, coupled with the
mild winters, made them
feel that this was their home
and Ben, Anna and Emily
completed the family.
In 1974, John ran
Stratton folk club, started
by Larry McLaughlin,
and was responsible for
booking professional guests
for twenty years.
Their band, The Damn
Buskers, evolved with
Ben on accordion, Martin
Frith on fiddle, Morgie
(Graham Morgan) on
guitar and John, Cheryl
and Julie Hunt on vocals.
They played regular gigs
around North Cornwall,
appearing on a weekly basis
at The Golden Lion in
Port Isaac. Morgie became
a very close family friend
and was a big influence
on Ben’s accordion playing
and Emily’s guitar playing.
When Ben left home to
go to university, the band
gradually wound down.
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John singing in the early days of fundraising
John, Cheryl and Julie sun in Mount Edgcumbe’s
carried on singing and beautiful gardens, when
Morgie joined The Gumbo Morgie said, “Look what
Flyers. He remained a close they have done for me!
friend and busked with They do such a good job
Ben and Martin during here, I think we should
raise a bit of money for
Ben’s holidays.
Sadly, Morgie developed them when I get out!”
cancer and, after several of John promised that they
years of treatment, received certainly would. But sadly,
respite care in Mount just two weeks later, John
Edgcumbe Hospice. This and Cheryl held his hands
made him feel so much as he passed away.
The following summer,
better about his condition
John,
remembering his
and on a visit to see him,
they were sitting in the promise, began busking

The Boscastle Busker
unaccompanied
in
Boscastle harbour. He
hoped to raise £1000 for
the hospice. By the end
of that summer, he had
raised £3,500, including
generous donations from
the Wellington Hotel, The
Cobweb Inn, the Napoleon
and
others.
Alastair
Wreford, a journalist with
The Cornish Guardian,
wrote an article about
John’s fundraising with
the
caption,
“THE
BOSCASTLE BUSKER”.
The name stuck and John
has continued to busk in
the harbour most summers.
This has opened many
doors. Visitors and residents
asked him to record his
singing and he has since
made two CDs. On hearing
John sing in the harbour,
David Halpin, a retired
consultant, asked him to
join a humanitarian trip by
sea to The Gaza Strip. After
a long, difficult voyage, he
helped distribute aid and
sang in refugee camps and
schools. Cheryl applied to
join The Plymouth Dakar

Rally and they drove from
Boscastle to the Gambia,
taking medical aid, school
equipment and raising
thousands of pounds for
Gambian charities. These
two trips had a profound
effect on them both.
Since retiring five years
ago, Cheryl volunteers in
the Cornwall Hospice shop
in Camelford. She often
accompanies John with
wonderful harmonies, as
his Buskette. This happens
most Wednesdays in the
Wellington Hotel, where,
along with other singers,
they share songs and
choruses just for the love
of it.
This year, John is semiretired and challenged
himself to reach a grand
total of £17,000 before
the end of the season. He
has passed that goal and is
looking forward to singing
next season - or even on a
fine winter’s day! So when
you hear The Boscastle
Busker singing down in the
harbour in the future, you
will know the story.

The Great British Bake Off 2016
BBC baking contest The Great British Bake Off is
returning in 2016 and the production team are currently
looking for the next batch of great home bakers to
take part. So who’s the best baker you know? If you, or
someone you know, can turn out a terrific tart, produce a
perfect pie or serve up a sublime sponge, then please get
in touch.
For more information or an application form, go
to: www.thegreatbritishbakeoff.co.uk or email baking@
loveproductions.co.uk
If you or someone you know thinks they have what
it takes to bake in the tent, we’d love to hear from you.
Applications close midnight on Sunday 10th January
2016.
Grace Binnie, Researcher, Love Productions

Telephone: 0207 067 4830

The Wellington

Hotel Boscastle

Pub

Restaurant

The Long Bar
Open from 11.00 am for:
Bar Meals
Local Ales, Wines & Spirits

Families Welcome

Hotel

Coffee, Tea & Cold Drinks

The Waterloo Restaurant

Beer Garden

Open from 6.30 pm for:
Award Winning Dining

Freshly Cooked Food

The Harbour, Boscastle, Cornwall, PL35 0AQ Tel 01840250202
www.wellingtonhotelboscastle.com
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County Councillor,
Glenton Brown writes:
The new chief executive
officer
for
Cornwall
Council,
Catherine
Kennally, has been duly
appointed and will take up
her duties in January 2016.
She comes from the London
Borough of Barnet and has
progressed her career rapidly
over the last 10 years, and is
in complete agreement with
our policy for devolution,
mixed
services,
and
especially anything to do
with the service departments
for the people of Cornwall.
At the last full council
at County Hall, Truro on
24th November there were
14 motions for members to
discuss and vote on. One
motion, which was most
enthusiastically supported
and passed, was the
lowering of the voting age
to 16. When you consider
the considerable study and
examinations our young
people have passed at the age
of 16 and they continue to
do so for the following three
or four years at least, one
realises how well informed
young people are, and hopes
this will be an incentive for
them to use their vote and
feel a valued citizen of the
United Kingdom. Another
motion passed was for
parent and toddlers parking
in Cornwall Council car
parks to have some incentive
and this is being developed
by the transport policy
advisory committee. The
Cornwall Council car parks
did pass but have still some
administration to work out
as to implementing some

incentives for local people
and business people in the
county. December the 5th
will be a free car parking day
in all car parks throughout
the county as an incentive for
people to do their Christmas
shopping! Another motion
passed was regards Council
owned homes not being
used for residential use,
eg some houses have been
used for storage and office
accommodation; this will be
thoroughly examined by the
housing and environment
policy committee. You may
be pleased that a motion was
passed in to ban sky lanterns
from council property as we
know that although these
lanterns look extremely
attractive in the night sky
when they fall into fields
they can disintegrate and
can be a risk to animals.
Also they are a high risk to
thatched buildings. There
was only one vote against
this motion. Council went
on to discuss the police
& crime revision formula
which proposes drastic cuts
to funding in Devon and
Cornwall. This could result
in losing all our PCSOs,
which I think would be a
great disappointment. Mr
Hogg, Devon and Cornwall’s
Crime commissioner does
deserve some credit in spear
heading and gaining some
support from other officers
to make the government
think again about the extra
chunk of money they plan
to take from the police
service. Also the council is
continuing looking into the
removal of business rates
from public conveniences
in Cornwall and I am sure
this will come to pass but it
is taking rather a long time.
May
I
take
this
opportunity of wishing you
all a happy Christmas and
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good health and progress in
2016. It also goes without
saying that if you wish to
contact me my email address
is gbrown@cornwall.gov.uk
and my telephone number
is 01840 770302.
GB

Parish Council

Bottreaux Castle
Site

The Parish Council is shortly
taking over ownership
and management of the
Bottreaux Castle site and
Lower Jordan valley, the
whole comprising about 3.5
acres.
At a recent meeting
with parish councillors Ann
Preston-Jones,
Historic
England Project Officer,
undertook a full inspection
of the site which comes
under its aegis as a listed
Scheduled Monument. She
afterwards contacted the
council:
‘I am delighted that the
parish council is taking over
ownership of the Bottreaux
Castle site. I am sure it will be
a real asset and having local
management by a council that
appreciates its importance and
has a firm commitment to
restoring it to good condition
while improving access,
interpretation and overall use
will make such a difference.
‘I have been unhappy to
see the way the monument

has deteriorated over the
past ten years, with bracken,
bramble, scrub and young
trees invading what was
previously a well-managed
grassy mound. From being in
good condition the monument
has rapidly deteriorated to a
state where I am considering
adding it to our Heritage at
Risk register.’
The Parish is employing
its local contractor to
undertake clearance of the
site over the next two years.
While it is able to meet
running costs it is possible
that Historic England will
be prepared to help with
initial expenses, and there
are a number of charities
and agencies that can be
approached to provide grants
for further development.
A
good
deal
of
preparation work has gone
into acquiring the site,
liaising with the appropriate
agencies and in surveying
both the state of the
monument and lower valley.
Not only has the monument
been neglected but the land
alongside Butts River and
Jordan Stream is in sad and
untidy state. The intention
is to make the whole area
once more fully accessible to
the community, including
the disabled.
Shorter term objectives
include clearing fallen trees
and debris from the lower
valley and reinstating or
creating new pathways.
In the longer term capital

Parish Council continues

expenditure is required to
link the site with National
Trust pathways through
St Peter’s Wood and the
Wellington Hotel. This will
entail building a new bridge
across the Butts River and
replacing a smaller bridge
over Jordan Stream which
was lost in the 2004 flood.
Other
suggestions,
many and various, include
establishing a wild flower
meadow, children’s play
areas and even grazing of
tame sheep. The parish
council is responsible for
routine maintenance and
health and safety insurance,
as well as eradication of
Japanese Knotweed and
other invasive species.
All this will require a
lot of careful thought and
forward planning.
The
parish council has a limited
budget and restrictions on
spending ring-fenced funds.
The costs of replacing worn
out furniture and signage
and major capital projects
in many instances will need
grant aid and income from
fund-raising. To manage
the site it is proposed
that a small committee is
formed composed of active
representatives from local
businesses, tourist agencies
and interested parties such
as school/playgroup/youth
organisations who might
benefit from greater usage of
the site.

Anyone who is interested
in future development of the
site and wishes to take an
active part in its management
please in the first instance
contact the Clerk to the
Council, Adrian Prescott, at
forminpc@gmail.com
CR

Dogs

The PC are concerned about
dog mess on the playing
field as there have been one
or two “incidents” lately
and would like to remind
dog owners that dogs are
not allowed on the playing
field,.

2015 is a very important for
Boscastle and Crackington
Pilot Gig Club, celebrating
our 10th year since we were
formed, using community
funding following the
Boscastle Floods. BCGC
has grown and is going from
strength to strength with
some great results.
To celebrate the 10th
Anniversary the Club held
its first Regatta at Boscastle
Harbour. With space being
an issue the club was only
able to invite 5 Clubs
(Mevagissey,
Clovelly,
Appledore and Barnstaple
and Bude). The sun shone
and the sea conditions were
perfect for sprints around
Meachard for the two hours
either side of high tide.

It was a really enjoyable
day, great racing and a
wonderful
atmosphere,
many thanks to everyone
that attended.
With a new focus on
race preparation this year,
the fitness and technique
training is starting to pay off
with victories in races across
the whole season.
One of the highlights in
the gig rowing calendar is
The World Championships,
held on the Isles of Scilly.
It’s a massively competitive
event, and on the Friday
night saw well over 100
gigs in the biggest sea that
many of our rowers had
ever experienced. BCGC
improved on previous year’s
results with the Ladies A
finishing 56th and the Men’s
A finishing an impressive
44th. Other wins this year
included, Clovelly Men’s A,
Torridge Ladies B, Boscastle
Ladies, Boscastle Men’s,
Barnstaple Men’s B.
Racing is only half the
story at BCGC as we also
all enjoy fun social rows
whenever there is enough
time and appropriate sea
conditions.
Memorable
social rows include, rowing
from Port Gaverne to
Port Isaac to listen to the
Fisherman’s Friends on a
Friday evening, a fishing trip
from Boscastle, a wonderful
row from Rock which ended
up with the gig moored
in Padstow Harbour and
No.1 seat dispatched to
get ice-creams, endless
early morning sunrise and
late evening sunset rows
and most recently a row
in the Tamar Valley, from
Cotehele, up to Calstock
and then down to Saltash,
to deliver the gig for the
men’s team to race in the
Tamar Challenge, back up
to Cotehele.

November has seen
the selection of teams for
the next racing season
and training will soon be
underway, with maybe a
little break for Christmas!
All three gigs, Torrent,
Rival & Golden Gear are
in local barns getting their
Winter tlc, minor fixing,
sanding & painting so that
they’re water-tight & in top
condition for next year.
Another highlight of
2015 was the marriage of
BCGC members Ash &
Ria, on the Crantock Beach,
our first marriage of two
members.

It’s a privilege to be
able to row from Boscastle
Harbour, and we very much
appreciate the support
we receive from the local
community.
If you’d like to have a
go at rowing, please get in
touch, we would welcome
new members from in and
around Boscastle. We’ll be
holding beginner sessions for
new rowers and for juniors
(up to 16) in the New Year.
For more information please
contact us through our
Facebook Page (Boscastle &
Crackington Pilot Gig Club)
or visit our website http://
www.boscastlegigclub.org.
uk/
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News from school
Time to reflect on another busy term.
The first half term was taken up with
our Circles and Cycles project. This
started with one of those chance
meetings where you part with
‘You must e mail me and we’ll do
something at Boscastle’. The chance
meeting was with Sarah Waller with
whom we worked for the Creative
Partnership Dance project held in the
Harbour area in 2002, and just for
once I did write the e mail.
The result was a combined project
with Port Isaac which involved
outdoor dance and storytelling in
the Valley at Boscastle and in the
Harbour at Port Isaac. The children
thoroughly enjoyed working with
Sarah as the letters below show. She
really is an inspiring teacher who has
the knack of making the brilliant
look simple and effortless. Sarah also
organised the Wadebridge Bikelights
Festival and invited us to participate.
She introduced us to Reg Payne aka
Professor Goodvibes, who helped
us to build willow structures on
our bikes on which we joined the
Wadebridge Bikelights Festival. The
Boscastle bike was a wave, complete
with fishing boat, surrounded by the
children who had fishes on their bikes
and themselves. There were over 500
bikes in the parade and it was such
good fun that we are planning to go
along next year too.
Over the past year Miss Oxenbury
has been leading our international
curriculum and in October we were
delighted to learn that we had received
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a British Council International
Schools Award for outstanding
development of the international
dimension in the curriculum. During
the past year we have made links with
schools in Switzerland and Thailand,
Sweden and France and we are hoping
to make connections with schools
in Uganda and the Philippians. We
share our learning through Skype,

letters and pictures and learn about
different cultures, beliefs, ways of
life and climate. Often the most
surprising thing to our children is
that we are all very similar.
Our new Reception children
have settled in well and with the
Year 1 children, have been learning
about light and shadow. Their
writing has been centred around the
Hindu festival of Diwali as Ned has
explained in his writing.
Class 2 ( Years 2,3 and 4) have
been studying performance poetry
and particularly liked Michael Rosen’s
Chocolate Cake. They have been
inspired to write their own poems

and I have watched them perform
them with great enthusiasm and style
today. I have included Ruby, Zara
and Gracies’ poems for you to read.
The older children (Years 5
and 6) have been learning about
the difference between formal and
informal writing. They had great
fun with the informal style as they
decided to become judges on Strictly
and write comments in the style of
the judges.
It is the St Austell Festival time
of year and a number of children
have entered the verse speaking
competition again this year. It is one
of my favourite times of the year as
the children practise their poems in
assembly which is nerve racking for
them but really enjoyable for the
rest of us. They have chosen some
very funny poems this year as well
as some proper Cornish Charles
Causley poetry. We are very fortunate
that Morwenna Gee works with
our children to help them prepare
and perform with such confidence.
Good luck to Gracie, Sorcha, Rowan,

VENN DOWN FARMHOUSE

Luxury 4 star
self catering apartments in a
tranquil location, distant sea views
Open all year

01840 250599
www.venndownfarmhouse.co.uk
www.boscastleholidaycottages.com
vendownfarmhouse@uk2.net

Ruby, Annabell, Lamorna, Katy, Star
Isabella, Ziggy, and Sophie.
They younger children have
noticed that an elf has appeared
in their classroom and Rosie has
described him for you; I think the
festive season must be just around
the corner although we do try and
keep the glitter in the bottles until
December! We are looking forward
to out Christmas craft afternoon
with the children’s parents and our
carol service in Forrabury Church at
the end of term. We all wish you a
happy Christmas and a peaceful new
year.
Sarah Duffy

The Cheeky Hamster
I am a baby hamster, brisk
hamster playing with my friends.
I’m a cheeky hamster so watch
my fur dazzle gold.
I’m as furry as a pillow so if you
want a hold.
I’m lazy in the day, keep people
up all night.
I may be cute BUT I can bite!
I’m making my escape route by
nibbling through my cage.
Last night I turned the telly on
and watched Ice Age.
I sneaked down to the cupboards
and got some popcorn.
I watched all of Ice Age and fell
asleep at dawn!

Amulet of Youth

The Cat Chant

I’m a demanding cat,
I’m a conceited cat,
An excited and ecstatic cat,
A courageous cat,
A mean cat,
A purry fluffy gleaming cat.
A silky cat,
A milky cat,
A curious cat,
When I don’t get my way I’m
a furious cat.
I like fish cat,
I like toys cat,
I like climbing trees cat.
I don’t like dogs or other
cats,
I don’t like being alone,
I don’t like people not liking
me.
If you don’t know me now
then you will never know!
By Zara

I’m a bright dog, a bouncy dog, a big dog
and cute,
My owners always buy a pet this time it’s
a newt.
I’m a brown dog, a black dog and as dark
as night,
I love to sit and bay the moon to keep the
souls,
From sleep.
I’m a city dog ,a meek dog and a loud
one at that,
My heart is here but I live elsewhere as
well.
I hate my owners fighting though I can’t
stop it two,
I’m a curious dog, a sleek dog and a
talented one at that,
I love to sit and wright plays but,
I can’t seem to bite.
I am the sun and the moon with,
A courageous bark.
I’m a dramatic dog, a valiant dog and tall,
My mother of the country loved a ball.
I’m a stunning dog, a glamorous dog plus
more,
I hate the cows that ate my lunch,
Though baths wore worse.
I’m a lean dog, a keen dog and a pig,
I love to sit and eat my meat.
I’m a young dog, a fast dog I run on my
own,
The day goes past like ice in summer.
Now I’m an old dog, a small dog,
cringing for my meat,
My years of youth are far behind from
now.
I’m a dying dog, a non-moving dog,
For now my life is over.
By Ruby

By Gracie
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Strictly Come Dancing – Year
5 and 6 have a go at writing
explanations as the judges of
the Charleston....

Tony Jacklin and Aliona Vilani.

Sebastian

I like your dance a lot. You did
have a few little mistakes but
they can be fixed easily. The
Charleston includes; cross motion
body movements, scissor kicks
with swivelling ankles, flicks and
kicks and quite a lot of shimmies.
I like your cross body movements
added in but I don’t think you
have added any shimmies which
I was quite upset about. Also you
gave great entertainment but your
balance was not very steady for
this 1920’s dance. You could have
swivelled your ankles a bit more to
make it very fun and bouncy. Other
than that I think yours was good.
Hopefully next time you will improve
your routine.
I give you 6/10.

National Trust
t Boscastle
Visitor Centre
National
Trust

Shop & Café

The Harbour, Boscastle,PL35 0HD

OPEN ALL YEAR
March - October 10.00am - 5.00pm
November - February 10.30am - 4.00pm
Information on local accommodation & attractions
plus a wide range of books, maps, walking guides,
gifts and refreshments. Free Wi-Fi throughout
Second hand bookshop now open.
If you are interested in volunteering or
donating some books drop in or give us a call.

Tel: 01840 250010/250353
www.visitboscastleandtintagel.com
boscastle@nationaltrust.org.uk
www.nationaltrust.org.uk
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Connor

First things first…I thought your dance
was ok, your chosen movements look
like you have mixed the Charleston
with a completely made up dance.
It looks especially weird Tony when
you do your actions and I didn’t like it
when Aliona tripped, but you were in
time, you did the splits way too much
your legs must be hurting and you
can’t mime at the start. But your facial
expression, your posture, the rhythm
and your kicks and flicks were nice.
At the end it was slightly entertaining
though but I’m sorry I will have to take
off points because of your mistakes
you made.
Onto the score:
Your score I am giving you today is…
…A boring 5/10.

Jerrica

I thought it was superb, the flicks and
kicks were amazing. I loved the risk
you took with the flips and stunts and
your footwork was stupendous, and
you made me feel joyful because
you always had a smile on your
face. Your facial expressions were
delightful. You transformed the dull,
into a fun and exuberant routine. I
was surprised on how well you kept
in time with your dance partner; it was
great. You made your movements
clear and noticeable, the twists
and turns you completed was outstanding! The final performance,
you achieved was magnificent! Also,
your choreography was wonderful,
I mean, most things you performed
were perfect, just remember to work
on the points I’ve made and then it
will be fantastic. Otherwise, your
performance was great. Well done …
lovely Charleston. Keep it up.
I score you a perfect 10/10.

Sophie Ellis Bextor and Brendon Cole

Katy

Sophie, great energy. Good timing
with Brendan and clean crisp
footwork, especially on the flicks and
kicks. I really like how connected you
were to your partner and your arm
movements were very neat. I think you
need to use a larger variation of facial
expressions to add more character
and personality to the dance, you
will have points knocked off for that.
Because without facial expressions,
the dance appears very dull to the
audience. With the Charleston, you
need to have quick choreography,
which you did, and it has to be a
fun, bouncy routine, which you also
included. But, the main problem of
this dance is that when you prepared
for a lift or a trick, you could see that
you hesitated before you did them,
so try and make it flow with the rest
of the dance. The Charleston isn’t
easy, but you performed it beautifully.
Overall, you performed a fun dance
which we all enjoyed.
Score: 9 / 10

MK Computers
♦♦ PC Upgrades and Repair
♦♦ Virus Removal and Protection
♦♦ Custom PC Builds
♦♦ Networking
♦♦ Websites
Website:
http://www.mk-computers.co.uk
Email:
hardware@mk-computers.co.uk
Phone:
07780 910578

Pi’ama An Bisva?
Cornwall Council is about
to spend £180,000 (and has
asked the EU for another
half-million) to promote
the Cornish language.
As Cornwall Councillor
Jenefer Lowe proclaimed,
“Cornish is part of our
cultural heritage, our
language, our music and
our dance.” Very laudable,
some might argue, very
supportive of the Cornish
way of life, at the same
time closing leisure centres,
toilets and libraries. The
Parish Council has replied
to County that the timing
of the announcement is,
perhaps, frivolous. One
phrase may prove useful to
visitors however, “Pi’ama
an bisva – Where’s the
lavatory?”
Paperless Planning
Town and Parish Councils
have each received £700
to pay for projectors
and screens so they can
display online planning
applications. Our Clerk
however, has come up
with a better solution.
Downloading and copying
the applications on a large
scale
printer
provides
councillors with handleable
documents. As ever the
inadequacies of County
are compensated for by the
ingenuity of local officers.

Gordon Ramsay
The celebrity chef, Gordon
Ramsay is reported to
have just bought a house
in Rock for £4.4 million
which he plans to demolish
and rebuild as a home
more suited to his family’s
needs. Congratulations to
someone who began his
career as a humble cook.
It’s been announced

that, on top of the 47,500
new homes scheduled to
be built in Cornwall over
the next twenty years an
extra five thousand will
be earmarked as second
homes. These are unlikely
to be either cheap or
built in an unfashionable
location.
I have young relatives
who recently paid £260,000
for an “affordable” property
in a new estate near Truro
via
the
government’s
“Help to Buy” scheme,
which included a five
year loan of £54,000.
They are locked into an
eye-watering
repayment
schedule because older and
cheaper properties do not
qualify. This is fortunate
for developers like Bovis
(whose share price climbed
90% last year) benefiting
from a government policy
that neatly assembly-lines
new houses and buyers.
Little
point
in
bemoaning the dominance
of outsiders providing
themselves a pension
plan through buy-to-let
portfolios while locals
barely afford life in urban
conurbations. Are we
creating a new resident
servant class, working in
restaurants, mowing lawns
and cleaning holiday lets?
Cornwall Council has been
notoriously inconsiderate
at encouraging industrial
enterprise or high-tech
communication companies
or financial management
services to set up within
the County. The fascination
with tourism reinforces
the view of Cornwall as
playground, ignoring the
dangers of relying too much
a single product industry
– outside competition,

financial
meltdown,
property value implosion or
even terrorist threat, which
demolished the economies
of Spain, Greece and
Portugal.
CR

Public Access
Defibrillator to be
Housed outside Spar
Shop
Earlier in the year local
mum Jane Stephenson
completed the London
Marathon in aid of
Front Line Emergency
Equipment Trust (FLEET)
– a Cornish charity
dedicated to raising funds
for the provision of lifesaving
equipment
to
ambulances, paramedics
and the general public.
With the money raised
by Jane’s run, FLEET
will soon be equipping
Boscastle with its own
public access Automated
External
Defibrillator
(AED).
The life-saving device
is due to be installed on
the wall outside Boscastle

Spar Shop within the
next few weeks. The shop
has generously agreed
to provide an electricity
supply to the device so that
it can maintain an operable
temperature inside its
protective housing. In the
event of the defibrillator
being accessed, the device
is also programmed to
send out text messages to
local paramedics and firstresponders.
In
an
emergency
situation where someone
is suffering from cardiac
arrest, a defibrillator such
as this is used to administer
an electrical charge to the
patient, cancelling out
dysrhythmia and enabling
a regular heart rhythm
to be be re-established.
Once the pads have been
attached to the patient the
defibrillator is programmed
to read their vital signs and
automatically calculate the
correct course of action.
This means they can be
used with little to no
training by members of the
general public.
AJ
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North Cornwall Martial Arts Classes in Boscastle

Martial arts classes provide
a great way to keep fit
while learning the art of
self-defence. For those
interested
in
getting
involved Boscastle now has
its own fully qualified mixed
martial arts instructor
in local resident, Grant

Bowker, who runs classes
at Boscastle Community
Centre on Tuesdays and
Fridays. Children’s classes
(ages 6+) begin at 5.45pm,
with adult classes starting
from 7pm. Prices are £3 for
children, and £5 for adults.
Children classes last for an

Boscastle IT Services
•Microsoft certified & Apple authorised
computer technician
•PC/Mac sales & service, home or business
•Hardware repair, software troubleshooting
•Anti-virus/system maintenance
•WiFi/network consultancy & installation
•Website design & construction
•Tuition & training

Contact Tim Ferrett at :
boscastleit@gmail.com
TEL : 01840 250 106 MOB : 07976 046 810
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hour, while adult classes
last for an hour and a half.
Grant has been studying
martial arts for well over
25 years, starting with Lau
Gar kung-fu kick boxing
when he was 19 years old,
before moving on to Magda
Institutes Association to
learn Jun Fan Jeet Kune
Do,
which
translates
literally as “Bruce Lee’s
way of the intercepting

fist”. This incorporates a
range of disciplines that
includes boxing, wrestling,
Wing Chun Kung-Fu
and fencing. In addition,
Grant has also learned the
art of Kali Escrima Arnis,
which teaches self-defence
against armed opponents
and develops speed, agility,
timing and good coordination. He has also
received instruction in the
art of Pentjak Silat, which
is an Indonesian form of
close-quarter combat that
teaches self-defence against
multiple opponents.
Grant is a certified
examiner and instructor
who is regulated by
NAKMAS
(National
Association for Karate and
Martial Arts). He teaches
a curriculum through
North Cornwall Martial
Arts, which is regulated
by
Magda
Institutes
Association. His goal is
to promote fitness, selfdiscipline and confidence
in all of his students.
Any new members who
would like to build their
fitness and learn the art of
self-defence are welcome to
join. For more information
contact Grant directly on
07975 548368.
AJ

Boscastle Artists
CIC – update
As the Blowhole goes to
press, we will have just
hung our second collective
exhibition in the upstairs
gallery of the Wellington
Hotel, which area also
featured the work of
Boscastle Buoy Jack Evans,
in his very successful
exhibition over the Festival
period.
Please stop and take a
look if you are passing –
the gallery area upstairs is a
lovely place for a drink, a
coffee or a meal - and the
fire is usually on downstairs
these days !!
Having such supportive
“neighbours” has meant
we can extend the number
of Cornish artists we can
support, and also display
larger canvases than we
cannot usually manage to
hang within the gallery.
A huge THANK YOU
goes from all of us to John
Scott and all the staff at the
Wellington Hotel.
We are planning a
series of shared, seasonal,
exhibitions through the

coming year, showcasing as
many talented local artists
as we can.
But there will be time
between these for us to
feature individual artists
or collections….. is there
anything you would like to
see ?
maybe a retrospective
on the work of a
particular artist ?
a solo show by someone
whose work you like ?
a collection of artworks
that deserve to be seen
by a wider audience ?
an exhibition as a
celebration ? of a place
or an event ?
With the VERY BUSY
and
exciting
festival
weekend
successfully
behind us, it is time to plan
future artistic activities at
the Gallery
If you have an idea of
something you would like
to
try/learn/understand
then PLEASE get in touch
and let us know…..these
long winter evenings are
the perfect time to learn
something new.

Fresh locally produced meats
Barnecutt’s bread and hot pasties
Wide range of groceries, fresh fruit & veg
Gluten free products stocked
Off Licence and Pay Point

Opening hours:
Mon - Fri: 8am-6pm
Saturday: 9am-5pm
Sunday: 9am-1pm

Tel: 01840 250108
www.bottreauxfillingstation.co.uk
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CHRISTMAS IS COMING….
‘My heart sinks and a
drowsy numbness pains
my senses’… no, sorry,
that wasn’t the citation I
was intending to offer to
you to help you develop a
suitable sense of seasonal
joy and festiveness. Sadly,
I am momentarily unable
to recall an appropriately
positive quotation from a
sufficiently tasteful source
which I can be certain my
strictly disciplined editor
will accept. Nonetheless, for
those of you with enough
patience and tolerance to
have struggled thus far, I
will attempt to encourage
a positive ambience of
seasonal and festive joy.

the last few festive seasons?
Maybe one needs to develop
a fresh perspective on the
possibilities for celebrating
Christmas? All right, smarty,
I hear you cry, you give us
the answer, then. Well,
I have to confess that at
this point that my ideas
start drying up. Good.
Fortunately the national
newspapers are cluttered,
no, absolutely filled to
bursting, with a range of gift
possibilities, most of which
are well beyond my financial
power to acquire.
I do not know anyone
to whom I have to give a
Christmas gift who would
want any of the items within

You have all had
plenty of time, by now,
to part company with the
unneeded, and unwanted,
tokens of esteem offered to
you by dear relatives and
friends to celebrate last
year’s festive season, just in
time for you to accumulate
a similar hoard to see you
through the coming year, or,
indeed, to recycle, I think
that is the currently trendy
expression, into possible
offerings to express how you
value your existing list of
devotees and supporters.
Do you actually have
any friends or acquaintances
who have an inadequate
supply of bath salts, talcum
powder, air freshener and
the like? Or have you
already oversupplied them
with such items during

my purchasing power. What
about a nice card. No, that
won’t do, will it? You have
to have something nice to
go with the card, don’t you?
Oh, all right, then, what
can conveniently fit inside
the slender envelope of a
greetings card? A generous
cheque, possibly? That way
forward can be fraught
with danger: what do
certain individuals consider
generous, and what might
others deem a trifle mean?
Come along, then, what
about a nice collectible?
Now, of course, what one
individual calls a ‘collectible’,
some others might describe
in a less complimentary way.
I won’t offer any examples:
although you could send
answers on a postcard to our
very forgiving editor.
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The Reading Room

This year our little fishing
village
has
enjoyed
prolonged days of golden
sunshine highlighting the
stunning autumnal colours
of the trees and hedgerows.
The mild, calm weather has
been a treat, making winter
seem far away. So often our
trees shed their leaves early
when the first autumn gales
hit our shores. An added
bonus has been seeing our
visitors lingering a little
longer to enjoy everything
our beautiful area has to
offer. Before we know it
Christmas will be upon us!
As I make my way to The
Reading Room enjoying
another glowing autumnal
sunset, I turn my thoughts
to the joy of a cosy fire
burning, (courtesy of R&N
Fuels!), and curling up
beside it to enjoy a book!
Winter isn’t so bad after all!
Why not join us in The
Reading Room and see if
you fancy curling up with
any of these books?
Bliss, By Peter Carey

Peter Carey was born in
Australia in 1943. He
was educated at Geelong
Grammar School, graduating
after Rupert Murdoch and
before Prince Charles arrived!
After only one year at
University, at the age of 19,
he began working for an
advertising agency where
he met literary ‘greats’ such
as Faulkner, Joyce, Kerouac
and other writers he had
previously been unaware
of. For the next 13 years he
wrote fiction at night and
weekends, whilst working in
many advertising agencies
in Melbourne, London and
Sydney. His first 4 novels
were rejected, but then
he wrote ‘The Fat Man in
History’. This short story
collection was published in

1974 and it made him an
overnight success.
Between 1976 and 1990,
he was able to focus on his
literature. At this time he
wrote ‘War Crimes’, ‘Bliss’,’
Illywhacker’ and ‘Oscar and
Lucinda’. The latter was a
winner of The Booker Prize,
as was’ The True History of
the Kelly Gang’.
Both of these books
were, subsequently, made
in to films. ‘Oscar and
Lucinda’ was filmed partly
here in Boscastle, with many
locals appearing as ‘extras’
‘Bliss’ tells the story of a
man who, recovering from
death is convinced that he
is in hell. For the first time
in his life, Harry Joy sees
the world as it really is,
and takes up a notebook to
explore and notate the true
nature of the Underworld.
The bookworms did
not enjoy this book. Many
found it hard to finish
and one did not manage
to even get started. It is
acknowledged as a successful
book. The bookworms felt
this may have been down to
the fact that it was unique
and different. It was felt
to be incomprehensible,
original
and,
perhaps,
genius but the bookworms
felt no connection with the
characters. The narrator
was
detached
which
made it seem disjointed.
One bookworm found it
depressing whilst others felt
it was simply not interesting
and not memorable. There
was a good description of
his simple life at the end but
nothing was resolved by the
end of the book. Perhaps the
author was trying to emulate
James Joyce-unsuccessfully!
The bookworms were not
inclined to recommend this
book.
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Storyline: 2.5
Quality of writing: 3.5

The Lady &The Unicorn
By Tracy Chevalier

Tracy Chevalier was born
1962 in Washington DC.
Her father was a successful
photographer. She was only
8 years old when her mother
died. Since 2013, Chevalier
has lived in London with
her husband, Jonathan
Drori and son, Jacob.
Chevalier’s first novel,
‘The Virgin Blue’, was
published in the UK in
1997 and her second novel,
‘Girl with a Pearl Earring’, in
1999 and by 2013 had sold
over four million copies. It
won the Barnes and Noble
Discover Award in 2000.
In 2003, it was made in
to a film, which won ten
BAFTA’S and two Golden
Globes. Her 2013 novel,
‘The Last Runaway’ won
the Ohioana Book Award
and was a Richard and Judy
Book Club book in autumn
2013.
The Lady and the
Unicorn presents a novel
which attempts to give
an answer to the mystery
behind one of the art world’s
greatest set of medieval
tapestries. They hang today
in the Cluny Museum in
Paris. Many think they
portray the seduction of a
unicorn, but no-one really
knows. This book is set in
Paris, 1490 and tells the
story of a French nobleman
who commissions six lavish
tapestries celebrating his
rising status at Court. He
hires the talented Nicolas
des Innocents to design
them. Nicolas is charismatic
and arrogant. He creates
havoc among the women
in the house—mother and
daughter, servant, and ladyin-waiting—before leaving
with his designs to get
them woven in a Brussels

workshop. Master weaver
Georges de la Chapelle risks
everything he has to finish
the tapestries on time for
his exacting French client.
They are his finest, most
intricate work. The results
change all their lives—lives
that have been captured in
the tapestries, for those who
know where to look.
The bookworms had
varying views on this book.
Some felt it was really
well researched, which is
typical of this author, and
unusually, she then writes
like a novelist rather than a
journalist. One bookworm
felt this rarely happens
in thoroughly researched
novels. Most bookworms
liked the interesting details
revealed about that period in
history. It included simple
things, such as their food
and mealtimes, as well as
information about the power
of the Guilds and details
of the weaving and dying
processes. The time frame of
making the tapestries in just
two years seemed incredible
especially when we learnt
that there was no working
on Sundays and only four
people working on them at
any one time.
Several
bookworms
found the large number of
names introduced in the
story confusing. One nearly
resorted to writing them all
down! It was very difficult
to keep track of them as the
story unfolded.
A couple of bookworms
found the book slow to start
but enjoyed it as they carried
on because the characters
drew you in. The writing of
each chapter from a different
character’s viewpoint was
enjoyed by some bookworms
and it was felt that the views
of the fourteen year old was
accurately portrayed.

On the negative side,
one bookworm felt it was
written as if for teenagers
and was very contrived.
Another really disliked the
fact that it had relied heavily
on research. It made it feel
as if it had come from a
secondary source.
There is much about
these famous tapestries
online which we all found
fascinating. One lucky
bookworm had actually seen
them.

Storyline score: 7.3
Quality of writing: 5.8

The Light Of Day
By Graham Swift

Graham Swift, born in
London
was
educated
at
Dulwich
College,
London, Queens’ College,
Cambridge, and later the
University of York. He was
a friend of poet Ted Hughes.
Some of his books have been
made into films, including
‘Last
Orders’,
starring
Michael Caine and Bob
Hoskins, and ‘Waterland’
starring Jeremy Irons. Last
Orders was a joint winner
of the 1996 James Tait Black
Memorial Prize for fiction
as well as a winner of the
Booker Prize in 1996.
The central character
in ‘The Light of Day’ is
George Webb, a disgraced
policeman, who now works
as a private detective. The
story is built around George
getting emotionally involved
with the case of Sarah Nash,
whose husband had an affair
with the Croatian refugee
they sheltered in their home.
Sarah is in prison. Every
fortnight she is visited by
George, the private eye she
employed to observe the
final stage of her husband’s
affair. The visits - and the
days between - lead George
back into Sarah’s past and
into events he can picture

only too well, while bringing
him ever closer to a time he
can’t quite imagine - when
she will once again step out
into the clear light of day.
Many bookworms found
this book very irritating and
several felt the writing style
was, not only irritating but
also, drawn out and lacked
any pace. They felt it could
have been condensed in to a
couple of chapters or even a
paragraph! One bookworm
felt the author was ‘playing’
with the reader, deliberately
putting confusion in the
story. It was felt that by
turning a page you risked
being totally lost and you
found yourself looking back
through the book to get
your bearings.
Several
bookworms
enjoyed the descriptions,
one saying they were
beautiful on occasions. One
enjoyed the way he wrote
from a male perspective
and George came across as
being very protective. He
was an impulsive person
and his character drew us in
enough for us to analyse his
motives. His police training
was evident throughout.
Another felt it had more
emotional authenticity than
anything else we have read
in The Reading Room.
In general there was a
huge disappointment with
the ending. Nothing was
resolved and you were left
‘in the air’.

Storyline score: 3.7
Quality of writing: 4.2

Remember to put all
your favourite books on
your Christmas list! Happy
reading to you all until we
meet once again in The
Reading Room.
Yours truly
The Keeper of the Key

HEDLEY VENNING
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
Your local tradesman with 30 years experience
-----------------• New Builds • Renovations
• Roofing • Plastering
• Stonework • Drain Clearance
-----------------Tel: 01840 250113
Mobile: 0797 4581836
LOWER MEADOWS HOUSE

Bed and Breakfast in the Heart of Boscastle
A Family run B&B offering
quality, comfort and a relaxed
informal atmosphere
Paul and Jackie Stedman
Lower Meadows House
Boscastle
01840 250570

www.lowermeadows.co.uk
Facebook Lower Meadows House

ANDREW LEEDS CHIMNEY SWEEP
AND STOVE INSTALLATIONS
Tel: 01840 250114

• Vacuum & Brush                   
- no mess
• Servicing & Repairs
• Cowls & Bird guards
• 20 mile radius

• Stove Installations
• Flue lining
• HETAS certification
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Boscastle Festival DIVE AGAINST DEBRIS
on Valency Lawn
The weekend was such a
success for us; one of the
main highlights being the
release of hundreds of baby
Lobsters. Thank you Cat
Wilding for entrusting us
with your babies! I know
that the divers always find
the job of releasing them
into their new home truly
rewarding. Cat entertained
an audience of fascinated
on-lookers down at the
quay with a talk about
the work of the ‘National
Lobster Hatchery’ and a
look at the tiny creatures,
while the divers kitted
up. Shortly after, Andy
Hughes intrigued everyone
by taking pictures with
his plate camera. We can’t
wait to see those! Also,
thank you Andy for the
copy of your remarkably
thought-provoking book,
‘Dominant Wave Theory’,
which received plenty of
attention at our tent!
We
had
an
overwhelming amount of
public interest and talked
to people from all walks of
life, young and otherwise,
both local and on holiday
about the work we do to
support Project Aware’s
‘Dive Against Debris’

initiative. Everyone was
fascinated to see what
the Divers had retrieved
from the harbour, as
they watched us sort and
catalogue the finds. Of
most interest were the car
parts, which would likely
have originated from the
Boscastle flood 11 years
ago, and the unopened
(then opened by a brave
Dave) tin of ravioli (which
may possibly have come
from the same source)!
Rob also caused a stir with
his Cormorant DADVUK
mascot sculpture, which
he continued to dress, in
front of an audience, with
its lobster pot net plumage.
Loads of leaflets were
handed out and we have
already welcomed several
new members to the group
as a result.
We were blessed with
beautiful weather and the
best visibility the divers
had seen in months. Thank
you to Jane Castling, the
owner of the Valency
Lawn, for providing us
with such a stunning
setting for our stall. After
seeing us on Spotlight,
Lesley Walker (of Boscastle
Artists) was determined

Boscastle
Gates, Railings, Fire Grates
Weather Vanes, Security Bars
Ornamental Ironwork, Welding

Tel: 01840 261340
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to get us involved in her
plans for this exciting new
venture - the creation of a
Marine Conservation area,
highlighting the plight of
our oceans – and involved
we were !!
I would like to say a
massive ‘Thank You’ to
everyone
who
helped

make
this
weekend
both
possible
and
highly enjoyable: Cat
Wilding of The National
Lobster Hatchery, Andy
Hughes, World Animal
Protection, Widemouth
Task
Force,
Surfers
Against Sewage, Project
Aware, Rame Penninsula
Beach Care, Laura Martin
of Articulate, Swamp
Circus, all our Volunteers
who came out to support
us, to the villagers who
made us all so welcome
and to Matt Payne, who
very kindly offered to
put up a bunch of total
strangers for the night,
was such good company
for the evening and
played the perfect host!
Robert Thomson
Fathoms Free

Boscastle Festival
In Crisis (Again!)
The Good News
Let us start with the good
news: this year’s Festival
was yet again a success.
Although visitor numbers
and overall income were
slightly down on last year
the Festival still made a
profit and there will be
disbursements to local
worthy causes as usual. The
feedback from visitors and
exhibitors has generally
been very positive (we
are never going to please
everyone!). Those of you
who did visit the Festival
will have noticed that there
was much more going
on outside the marquees
than in previous years –
the Festival is growing to
include much more of the
village. That is all despite
the fact that much of this
year’s Festival Committee
had never been involved in
Festival organisation before
(many of the Committee
members resigned after
last year’s Festival – they
had already spent several
years on the Committee
and needed a well-earned
break!). So, everyone
involved in organising the
Festival can pat themselves
on the back!
The Not So Good
News
Unfortunately
the
Committee is once again
facing a significant loss
of volunteers: Michael
Parsons, Chris Searle and
Mike Stickney are all
standing down after years
of very hard work for the
Festival. That means that,
if 2016’s Festival is to take
place, the Committee needs

a new chairman, treasurer
and publicity person. It is
quite likely that there will
be other vacancies too and
it is unlikely that anyone
prepared to volunteer as
treasurer, say, would want
to also take on all the
logistical work that Chris
did as well so there may be
still more roles to fill.
The Festival is organised
by volunteers for the good
of the village and various
local worthy causes. It
is a lot of work for the
organisers and Michael,
Chris and Mike took on an
awful lot and between them
have years’ of experience
of organising the Festival.
There are many other
festivals in Cornwall so if
Boscastle’s Festival ceases
for just one year it would
be almost impossible to
revive it in future.
Should There Even Be
A Boscastle Festival In
Future?
Some people might say
that the Festival has run
its course, it is too much
effort to organise and it is
time to let it die a natural
death. This will certainly
be the case if insufficient
people
volunteer
to
organise 2016’s Festival.
But the Festival does raise
a lot of money for local
worthy causes. In addition,
the Festival puts Boscastle
‘on the map’. Boscastle is
a tourist destination and
a lot of the local income
derives from tourists,
both directly (to shops,
cafes, restaurants, hotels,
B&Bs, etc.) and indirectly
through
employment
(in these shops, cafes,
restaurants, hotels, B&Bs,
etc. and
in servicing

tourists’ needs through
cleaning, building works,
managing
self-catering
premises, etc.). Put simply:
the more tourists that
Boscastle gets the better the
opportunities are for the
people who live here yearround. Does the Festival
play a part in generating
these opportunities? Very
possibly. So, if for no
other reason, it is a matter
of self-interest that the
Festival continue. Also,
the organisers get to meet
people from the village that
they might not otherwise,
as well as the exhibitors.
So, there are many reasons
why it is worthwhile to be
a Festival organiser.
Your Festival Needs
You!
If anyone reading this
might be interested in
volunteering to help out
in any way with next year’s
Festival (or would just like
to know more about what
might be involved) then
there will be a meeting on
Thursday, 28th January in
the Village Hall at 7:30pm.
Everyone is invited.
To be quite clear: if
there are not sufficient
volunteers to organise next
year’s Festival then it will
not take place.
GB

Magical Friends
Get Together
A magical meeting took
place at The Wellington
Hotel in November when
the Friends of the Museum
of Witchcraft and Magic
attended this year’s AGM
and Get Together. There
were stalls in the lounge
selling esoteric books, wood
carvings, handmade soaps
and jewellery, even knitted

hats and sweaters. Anyone
can come along to buy from
the stalls but the meeting
itself is open to Friends only
(there are currently around
240 members). Attendees
came from the UK, Belgium
and even Bulgaria.
The day started with
Wayne Freeman, a Druid
priest, speaking on spellcasting,
followed
by
anthropologist Dr Helen
Cornish giving a talk on
the talismans and charms
hidden in the archives of
the Horniman Museum
in London and of the Pitt
Rivers Museum in Oxford.
There was some discussion
about collaborating with
them on a future temporary
exhibition which would
further
enhance
the
Museum of Witchcraft and
Magic’s reputation.
This year the format was
changed slightly to include
a ‘pop-up museum’ where
attendees were urged to bring
along some of their own
magical items. The artefacts
were displayed sensitively,
each having a table of
their own, and there was a
booklet with a description
of each item which was
available to purchase. The
intriguing displays included
a set of bone rings owned
by former museum curator
Cecil Williamson, a witch
stick from a stately home
in Lancashire, a piece of
plaster from the wall of
Aleister Crowley’s Temple
of Thelema in Sicily, a wax
figure found walled up in
a cottage in Devon, and
the spookiest of all was a
haunted doll in a pram
which even has its own blog
which can be found at www.
thehauntedpram.co.uk.
In the AGM, museum
director, Simon Costin,
continues on next page
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Magical Friends
Get Together
informed us of what has
been going on and what is
coming up for next year.
The refurbishment of the
lower gallery has been a
great success allowing for
a temporary exhibition
space to be opened where
different themes are to be
explored each year. This
year it focussed on the art of
New York artist Jos Smith
who illustrated Erica Jong’s
famous book Witches. Mr
Smith made the long trek
from New York to attend
the launch of the exhibit
much to the excitement
of many artists and pagans
in the area. Next year
there will be an exhibition
entitled ‘Halloween: Glitter
and Gravedust’ which, as
the title suggests, looks at
the history and imagery of
Halloween.
The candlelit evenings
have continued to be
popular, and other events
such as talks at the Port
Eliot Festival, Straw Craft
Workshops,
and
the
Children’s Art Week have all
contributed to an increase
in visitors and profits. The
Halloween festivities in
the harbour will be held
again next year with the full
backing of the Chamber
of Commerce and the
National Trust.
Costin discussed the
links being forged with
other museums. Items are
being loaned to the Bristol
Museum and Compton
Verney in Warwickshire.
There is even a connection
with Mexico as the museum
has been selected as one of
276 cultural institutions
and collections to represent
the UK at the annual
Feria Internacionale del

Libro (the largest Spanishlanguage literary festival,
to be held in Guadalajara
between November 28th
and December 6th). Next
year, items including a
1960s robe and some ritual
objects, will be on loan to
the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London.
In 2016 a new book
which is a photographic
representation
of
the
museum
entitled
Of
Shadows by Sarah Hannant
and Simon Costin will
be released. There will
be a continuation of the
workshops and candlelit
evenings, as well as guided
tours. Over winter the
museum will be closed and
the upper gallery will be
refurbished to enhance the
Dutch sex and ritual magic
collection (known as The
Richel Collection) so that
should keep the staff and
local builders busy.
Former
director,
Graham King, has written
a book, The British Book of
Spells and Charms, which is
being released by publisher
Troy Books early next year
so watch out for notification
of a launch event in the
museum in the coming
months.
After that exhaustive
roundup of activities and
a presentation by the
trustees, the formal meeting
concluded, as ever, with a
raffle, then on to the bar
for some merriment and
music. It was a laidback
affair with some chilled
out guitar work from two
of our musical trustees and
the wine flowed freely as
attendees discussed the day’s
events and deep esoteric
subjects like the history of
hexes, local folklore and
who is going to win Strictly.
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Sunday morning has
a bit of a tradition where
attendees gather at the
museum to take a round
walk to the site of Joan
Wytte’s headstone at
Minster Church. (As many
of you will know, Joan
Wytte was an 18th Century
wise woman from Bodmin
whose skeleton hung in the
museum for a number of
years until Graham King
took over and gave her
an appropriate burial in
the grounds near Minster
Church.) Numbers were
down this year due to the

rain but a core group of
five stalwarts managed
the trek through the mud,
then back to the Cobweb
for a hearty lunch before
setting off home.
Next year’s meeting will
be held on November 12th
at The Wellington Hotel
again. It will be another
opportunity for Friends of
the Museum of Witchcraft
and Magic to get together,
show support, and hear
about the magical goingson at our fascinating
museum.
KG

Halloween at the Museum

The Museum of Witchcraft
and Magic hosted a fantastic
day of events on October
31st. The day started with
a mask making session for
under 16s. It was a lovely
sunny day and Judith,
Sally and Denise created a
dedicated mask craft space
in front of the Museum.
Later there was morris
dancing with three different
groups (Catseye Morris,
Beltane Morris and Dark
Morris) playing folk music
and performing different
dances. We had lots of
entrants for the pumpkin
carving competition and
these were lit at dusk: their
grinning faces created quite
a spectacle!
A large crowd gathered
in the Harbour as it got dark
and the osses began their

procession. They performed
a
traditional
pwnco
ceremony at the Museum
door and then entered
the Museum to perform
a blessing. The osses and
their handlers were treated
to cakes and ale (including
traditional Halloween soul
cakes). Outside, a dramatic
fire morris dance was
performed with flaming
torches.
From 8 until 11pm,
the Museum was open
by candlelight and we
welcomed people dressed
in all manner of wonderful
costumes to our late night
event.
Thanks so much to
everyone who made this
possible and to the Chamber
of Commerce and the
National Trust in particular.

Pete’s Peeps
at the Past

6 April 1838
SPARE DIET AND HARD
LABOUR
Bodmin gaol is not as
healthy as before since
the use of a hand-mill,
the surgeon and governor
said they didn’t object to
prisoners’ hard work or
diminished size but did to
their health, mainly due to
spare diet and hard labour.

There was a tread-mill
adapted in 1838 to grind
corn and a hand-mill,
but 20 prisoners ground
the same corn in a week
as a watermill in 1 hour.
Crime was so much on
the increase that at 1841
the treadmill yard was
enlarged to take four more
tread wheels.
8 May 1812
Public Hanging.
The
prisoner
Wyatt,
convicted of the murder
of Valentine, a Jew at
Fowey was publicly hung
at BODMIN, but as the
executioner was about to
let the drop fall, he (Wyatt)
fell off sideways and the
knot ended nearly under
his chin to the amazement
of the spectators and the
pain of the prisoner.

Many early 19th century
crimes carried the penalty
of death, mainly stealing
and killing a sheep, firing a

hay rick or breaking in and
robbing a dwelling house
and murder of the worst
kind. Public executions
were done to deter people
and also drew many
spectators to watch and
relate what they had seen.
22 April 1814
NAPOLEON’S DEFEAT
All over Cornwall they were
celebrating the entrance of
the Allied Army into Paris
and the dethronement of
Napoleon.

[Napoleon was sent
to Elba, escaped and
fought the Allies again at
Waterloo. He was banished
to St. Helena.]
[With the return of
peace, thousands of troops
returned home penniless.
Having no prospects many
drifted into vagrancy and
crime. Petty offences of all
kinds were numerous and
in Cornwall the authorities
were too badly organised
and indolent effectively to
deal with the situation.]
22 March 1822
A ST COLUMB WEDDING
At a wedding at St.
Columb, the persons
present stood in the
following relations to each
other – two fathers, two
brothers, two uncles, two
fathers-in-law, two cousins,
a husband and wife and a
son and daughter, yet the
company consisted of only
four persons.
31 May 1822
ACCIDENT WITH A
THRESHING MACHINE
A man in the employment
of Mr. Stephen Wade
of Tintagel, caught his
shirt sleeve in a threshing
machine, his arm being

mangled and in need of
amputation, which was
skilfully performed by Mr.
Avery of Boscastle and Mr.
Herring from Camelford.
The fellow is likely to do
well.
Oct 1834
THE RAT MAN
A man at Trethake at
Liskeard has made himself
a suit of clothes out of rat
skins which took him three
and a half years to collect.
It consists of hat, neckkerchief, coat, waistcoat,
trousers, tippet, gaiters and
shoes, all from 670 rats.
The tippet or boa consists
of skin around the tails and
containing 600 tails.
23 April 1841
SMALLEST STEAM
ENGINE IN THE WORLD
Mr. John Michell, an
engineer of Redruth has
made a silver model of
a steam engine, thye
cylinder
and
parallel
motion of which stand
within the circumference
of a 4d piece, the cylinder
is one tenth of an inch in
diameter, and weighs one

eighth of an ounce and the
whole machinery is started
by a teaspoonful of water.
6 Dec 1861
St Piran’s Oratory,
Perran Sands.
It has been a constant
practice, since public
curiosity, for persons to
dig up bones of the dead
at this ancient cemetery
& church, now obliterated
by the encroaching sand.
They would carry off 3 or
4 skulls, a dozen of teeth,
then a thigh bone etc, day
after day, year after year. It
is well known some people
have boasted of their
success in this new kind of
oryctology.

[The
small
Celtic
church
had
been
rendered unusable in
the 11th century by the
encroachment of blown
sand which eventually
buried it. Its reappearance
in the 19th century, as
the dunes shifted, caused
great interest among
amateur
archaeologists
who ignorantly removed
its door & window & dug
up human remains.]

Adrian & Staff welcome you to the

Cobweb Inn
BOSCASTLE, CORNWALL

FREE HOUSE  REAL ALES  BAR SNACKS 
 FAMILY ROOM  RESTAURANT  SUNDAY CARVERY 
Lunch 12.00pm-2.30pm ~ Evening 6.00pm-9.00pm

LIVE MUSIC SATURDAY NIGHTS, TILL MIDNIGHT
12th Dec: Citizen Smith

19th Dec: Strangebrood

New Year’s Eve: 7pm Fireworks
then see in the New Year with Hot Pearl Snatch

Tel: (01840) 250278
www.cobwebinn.com
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Boscastle Report
We Boscastle WI ladies
were a bit aghast when our
September speaker, Justine
Cook, arrived at our
meeting at the Village Hall
carrying a dress-maker’s
mannequin. The talk was
supposed to be about the
Cornwall Hospice Care!
This year marks the 35th
year that the charity has
been in existence. There
are 32 charity shops in
Cornwall and Justine is the
manager of the Tintagel
Hospice Care shop, which
has been open since 2008.
As manager, it is
Justine’s job to make the
shop look as attractive as
possible. As an example of
her skill she began to dress
the mannequin in donated
articles of clothing, many
of which would not have
looked out of place in our
own wardrobes. Donated
clothes are steamed to
refresh them, electrical
goods are sent for safety
testing, jig-saw puzzles are
checked by volunteers to
ensure they are complete

and anything that doesn’t
sell is recycled. Apart
from local people who
pop in, holiday makers
often frequent the shop to
purchase forgotten holiday
items.
Justine
described
how donated items are
sorted and priced by the
volunteers at the Tintagel
shop. As specialised care in
Cornwall Hospices is the
lowest funded charity in the
county, it makes sense for
Justine to contact Bonhams
– auctioneers - to find out
the value of some donated
goods, if she thinks they
are valuable and should sell
for a realistic price.
Also
joining
our
meeting was Hospice Care
Community Fund Raiser
Lindsay Opie. Lindsay has
been with the charity for 18
months and she explained
that the charity offers
‘hospice care to patients
free of charge’. For some
of us the word ‘hospice’
implies the end of life but
‘many patients receive inand out-patient care from
the Hospice over months
or years’. If anyone wants to
arrange a fund raising event
for the Cornwall Hospice
Care charity, Lindsay can
produce flyers and notices;
arrange
buckets
and

THE
HARBOUR
LIGHT
We are approved stockists of famous brand names
including JOULES, DEAL, LAZY JACKS, NOMADS
Our new Italian range of “Solo” just has to be seen!

Come and Browse, we’d be delighted to see you

tel: 01840 250374
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banners and give advice on
how to go about organising
the event. Boscastle WI was
so impressed by the talk
that we are keen to donate
funds to the Cornwall
Hospice Care, from one of
our future coffee mornings.
This year’s Boscastle
Food and Craft Festival at
the beginning of October
was a great success for us.
The venue was the Village
Hall where home-made
cakes and ‘Plough Man’s’
were in great demand - but
I think our new venture
- ‘bacon butties’ - may
have put the ‘icing on the
cake’ (I hope mentioning
‘icing’ in the same breath
as ‘bacon butties’ is not
producing an unappetising
image). Our craft table
displayed items for sale,
which demonstrated the
textile and artistic skills
of our members and their
willingness to commit
many hours to the projects.
A job well done and a
satisfying profit raised.
The money raised will
go towards paying for
interesting speakers in 2016

and our members were in
no doubt that our October
speaker, Lynn Goold, was
a very interesting speaker
- one of the best! Lynn is
the manager of the Fowey
Tourist Information Centre
and her ‘specialist subject’
is ‘Daphne du Maurier’s
Cornwall’. She illustrated
her talk with slides of
the countryside around
Fowey that had influenced
du Maurier’s writing.
Daphne came from an
artistic family, having a
grandfather who was also a
writer (George du Maurier
wrote ‘Trilby’ and was a
cartoonist for Punch) and
parents who were actors.
Many of the places around
Fowey found their way
into her novels; at first with
fictitious names but latterly
with their actual names.
Her first book, ‘The Loving
Spirit’, was instrumental
in her marrying Fredrick
Browning, as he was keen
to meet the author of
the book he very much
admired. We hope to have
the pleasure of a return
visit from Lynn next year,
when she will speak about

Napoleon Inn
Boscastle
Tel: 01840 250204
www.napoleoninn.co.uk
A delightful 16th century pub full of character with open fires
Delicious food using local ingredients cooked by our
talented team of chefs
Live Music Every Friday Night

Traditional Cornish singing from the

Boscastle Buoys every Tuesday night
Open Mic Night every other Monday

Join us on Christmas Eve for singing, milled wine,
mince pies & family fun

CELEBRATE THE NEW YEAR AT OUR ANNUAL
FANCY-DRESS PARTY!!! IN THE VILLAGE HALL WITH MUSIC
FROM THE

SMUG JARS!!!

THE THEME IS THE LETTER F (let yoor imagination go mad!)

Boscastle Report
continued
Kenneth Grahame and
‘Wind in the Willows’.
Our October coffee
morning at The Weir
coincided with half-term.
Fortunately we had the
foresight to book a table as,
due to the rainy weather, the
café was busy with families.
The service was good and
it was pleasant watching
families out together
enjoying themselves, with
few squabbles!
The November speaker
was James Marshall who
introduced us to his ‘Life
as a Thatcher’ (the roofing
type not the political type).
James is a Lancaster lad
whose family moved to
the South West when he
was a teenager. His interest
in thatching began in his
teens. He spoke of his work
and demonstrated how to
prepare the straw or reed for
the thatch. He interjected
the demonstration with
humorous tales and here
was another excellent and
entertaining speaker. To
say we ladies all ‘warmed’
to him had nothing to do
with having a fit, attractive
young man spending his
time with ladies old enough
to be his mother (or should
I say Grandmother!)

Our November coffee
morning trip will be to
Homeleigh, when I expect
many of us will be looking
out for Christmas presents.
Should you be interested
in joining us next year, or
at any of our meetings, we
are a friendly bunch. We
get together every second
Tuesday in the village hall
at 2pm, come along and get
to know us. You may even
know some of us already.
GQ

Marshgate WI
Poetry has come a long
way since children learned
Shakespeare sonnets at
school. Clive Blake a
performance poet living
in Newquay gave reign to
his inner being and made
the poems he has written
come alive for Marshgate
WI. Ranging from the
imagining of a Roman
soldier shot by an arrow,
to love poetry of his own
particular brand, members
were kept well entertained.
The word play and rhyming
patterns caused laughter as
well as interest. His use of
inventive props added to
the experience.
Members have been
busy
knitting
[and
nattering] and now have

a good stock of hats for
St Petroc’s. There were
also thanks expressed for
the organising of a visit to
Cothele to see the famous
Garland,
which
was
particularly fine this year.
March 15th will see the
Music Quiz that has been
organised, and members
were reminded that the
April meeting will be a
visit to The Gild House
at Poundstock to get in
touch with the past. The
programme for 2015/16 is
now ready and only needs
the committee and officers
added after the Annual
Meeting next month. It
was with great regret we
said farewell to Val Gill
who is leaving the district,
though not Cornwall. We
will no doubt meet up at
other WI events.
Rosemary Slee and
Alison Gribble known
around the County as
the Two Cooks arrived
with their carrier bags

at Otterham & St Juliot
Hall for Marshgate WI’s
November
meeting.
Ably helped by Jean and
Daphne, they severed up
an evening of laughter and
good food. It truly was”2
Cooks and a Surprise” as
they had only agreed the
general content of the
carrier bags not the detail.
What followed was an
object lesson in thinking on
your feet. An hour later the
guests were tucking into
chicken hotpot, meatballs,
Eton mess, soup and other
delights which seemed to
satisfied every one as there
was so little left after the
tasting. Otterham & St
Juliot Hall again proved to
be an excellent venue with
the new kitchen facilities
adding to the scope of the
cooking. Wendy thanked
Rosemary and Alison, not
forgetting Jean and Daphne
and everyone had a cup of
tea and mince pie before
leaving well satisfied.
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Over the past few months
we have been busy getting
into our winter work. Here
are a few things we have
been doing:
Harbour
You may have noticed there
are two new litter bins
in the harbour which we
installed a few weeks ago.
The maintenance costs of
these are due to be covered
by funds from the second
hand book shop. Pictured
alongside is one of our
volunteer rangers testing
them out.

CENTRAL GARAGE
High Street, Delabole

Stuart Biddick
Tel: 01840 212388
Piano Tuner ~ Pianos for Sale
GOOD FURNITURE & ALADDIN’S CAVE
We Buy & Sell Second-hand Furniture
Especially Pine, Old & New

Open Monday - Friday noon - 4pm
Give us a visit - without obligation
You’ll be surprised what you’ll find!
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Willapark
The ponies have been taken
off here for the winter
but we look forward to
seeing them back next
year. They have done a
brilliant job at keeping
scrub and vigorous grasses
back and allowing other
wildflowers to flourish. We
have also put up a small
interpretation sign (see
photo above) outlining
the history of Willapark
which we hope will help
people’s enjoyment and
understanding of the area.

Private Lane (Green
cut)
We have replaced the white
gate at the top of private
lane as the hinges had
started to rust and the gate
itself is no longer looking
its best. We still wanted to
use the granite pillars to
hang the new gate gates on,
so this took a lot of heavy
duty drilling!
It was a great success
and there is now a field
gate and latched pedestrian
gate, both of which are a
lot lighter and easier to use.
We are well into
our Open Spaces and
Structures Survey for this
year. This is where we
walk all of the property
checking the footpaths
and countryside furniture
to ensure its safe and in
good working condition.
We have made a few
improvements including
replacing two waymarkers
in the Valency Valley and
putting in a pedestrian gate
at Cold Frame.
Any questions: please
telephone 01288 331372
or email basil.stow@
nationaltrust.org.uk

Upcoming volunteer
days and events….

and cakes and is ‘dog
friendly’. It is a cosy haven
from the winter’s blast
that often whistles around
the harbour and visitors
can always be assured of a
warm welcome from the
staff.
For more information ring
01840 250353.

Sunday 20th March
Harbour Spring Clean
come and help us clear
up the harbour for the
summer. Our practical
volunteer days are open
to all to help us manage
the countryside and help
people get out and about
– contact Basil for further
details.
News from The Nap
Best wishes,
The Nap has had a great
Jeff Cherrington,
Lead Ranger
summer this year, thank
Basil Stow, Ranger
you all for your continued
Boscastle National support. We have raised
a lot for local charities
Trust Book Shop
through our quiz nights,
The building next to the Our Macmillan Coffee
lime kiln in Boscastle morning was also a big
harbour was once used success as ever with loads
as storage space for the of tempting cakes and our
National Trust Rangers. Full English breakfasts
This year however, the going down very well!
National Trust have put it
If you fancy a takeaway,
to better use and opened
you don’t have to leave the
it as a second-hand book
village, ALL the dishes on
shop. They are requesting,
the naps menu are available
and would be very grateful,
to takeaway hot or cold,
for any donations of books
just give us a ring or pop in
to the shop. Also, if anyone
to order.
can spare a few hours to
We are now looking
organise and take charge of
forward
to a fabulous
the book shop it would be
appreciated. The proceeds Christmas & New Year.
of the book sales will We have our annual xmas
go towards maintaining eve get together with
Boscastle harbour. All singing, mulled wine &
books should be handed mince pies, and our xmas
into the Information jumper/hat competition…
Centre (not left at the book the perfect way for you and
your family to begin the
shop).
festivities.
The National Trust
Our NEW YEARS
shop and café remain open
all year round. The shop EVE PARTY will be held
provides gifts, cards and once again in the village
souvenirs, whilst the café hall with a full bar, our
provides snacks such as burger van and music from
sandwiches, soups, pasties the ever awesome SMUG
JARS!!! The fancy-dress

theme is the letter F so
let your imaginations run
wild…we look forward
to seeing what everyone
comes up with & choosing
the winner! The Napoleon
Inn will also be open as
usual for food & drink.
And the best way to
get over your New Year
hangover is to book a table
for our annual Hangover
Cure Brekkie on New
Year’s Day.
As ever our staff &
customers at the nap,
made a huge effort for our
annual Halloween party. It

is always fun to see what
costumes people come out
in…a few really creepy ones
this year, namely Daniel
Roots and Tim Sprake!!!
On a final note I would
personally like to wish my
niece Julie Stokes all the
best now she has left the
Nap, her and her hubbie
are expecting their 1st child
in January and I cannot
wait to be a great auntie!!
Happy
Christmas
& New Year to all our
customers past, present &
future from everyone at the
Napoleon Inn.
BD

Above Beccy Dallow & Jen Green
below Landlady Sharon Muffett

Daniel Roots & Tim Sprake…CREEPY!!!!
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Scott Mann, MP

In November I brought my
first Bill into Parliament
which is to give parish and
town councils the ability
to hold referendums in
tandem with national and
local elections to alter
speed limits. Through a
Ten Minute Rule Motion,
I gave a speech about why
it is important we give
communities the power
and ability manage their
speed limits.
I’ve met with school,
parish
councils,
and
constituents who have
expressed their concern
about the speed of cars
travelling through their
communities. This Bill,
then, would give them
the power to change
that on the ballot paper.
The Bill was passed by MPs
in its first reading, and its
next reading will take place

in February. It’s fantastic
to get my first piece of
draft legislation into the
Commons to represent the
needs of North Cornwall.
Following the terrible
events in Paris, the Prime
Minister has pledged £178
billion of investment for
our national defences.
Our Strategic Defence
and Security Review is a
comprehensive plan to
back our Armed Forces,
counter-terrorism police
and intelligence agencies
with the resources they
need.
Over the next decade we
will create two new strike
brigades, forces of up to
5,000 personnel each, fully
equipped to deploy rapidly
and sustain themselves
in the field. And we will
invest in nine maritime
patrol aircraft to protect
our nuclear deterrent, hunt
down hostile submarines
and enhance our maritime
search and rescue.
It’s fantastic to hear
that the Government will
introduce a Universal
Service Obligation for
broadband, with everyone
having the right to expect
a connect of at least
10Mbps. I made a point of
campaigning both before
the election, in Parliament,

and with the Prime
Minister about broadband
speeds in North Cornwall
and how it can promote
business for the rural
economy. The proposals
for this initiative will be
revealed in greater detail in
the coming weeks.
I have also asked
the Secretary of State
for Transport, Patrick
McLoughlin, about the
need for a new railway
line
between
Exeter
and
Plymouth
via
Okehampton. This line
would be dual purpose.
Not only would it offer
relief to the mainline via
Dawlish, which is prone to
storm damage, but it would
also open up North Devon
and subsequently North
Cornwall to more trade
and footfall and would
bring huge economic
benefits to the area.
The Peninsula Rail Task
Force has just published
its interim report and the
Department for Transport
are now looking at this and
considering its findings.
In Parliament I have

also sat on a Agroecology
inquiry which has been
set up by the All part
Parliamentary
Group
for Agroecology. It is
taking evidence from
specialists, companies and
organisations, with the
aim to address a range
of questions on how
government policy can help
to protect and enhance the
soil and to conclude with a
report which will include
policy recommendations.
As North Cornwall is a
hugely rural area and has a
huge number of farmers, I
felt this was an important
event to take part in. Any
new technology that can
provide bigger yields will
be beneficial to our farmers
and landowners.
I hope everyone has a
very Happy Christmas,
and I wish you all the best
for the New Year.
Scott Mann

Constituency: 10, Market
House Arcade, Fore Street,
Bodmin, Cornwall, PL31
2JA; (T) 01208 74337
http://scottmann.org.uk
@scottmannmp

NEED YOUR HOME MAINTAINING?

KINGSLEY UGLOW
Will undertake any interior or exterior work
on your house including:
Decorating - Plastering Tiling
Renovation Work - Carpentry - Masonry
Stonewalling - Cornish Hedging
Fence and Shed Building - Wooden Flooring
All work guaranteed to a high standard
Concrete bases and dwarf walls built for
conservatories

Phone: 01840 211054 Mobile: 07976 412374
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COASTGUARD REPORT
Since August we have had
8 callouts. We have a new
member to Boscastle Team
,Robert Rigby Jones, who
has almost finished all
of his training, however
Tris Partrick has left the
company due to work
commitments so Boscastle
are still in need of recruits.
If anyone is interested
in joining the Boscastle
Coastguard Team please
email:
derrick.jones@
mcga.gov.uk
9/8/15 paged by
Falmouth 12:46 assist
Ambulance crew at
Tintagel Castle Casualty
Evacuation. Returned
to station 15:15 In
attendance L.Siford,T.
Partrick,Bude CRT
12/9/15 paged by
Falmouth 12:44 assist
Ambulance crew at
Tintagel Castle Casualty
Evacuation. Returned
to station 13:53 In
attendance L.Siford,M.
Smith,Bude CRT
17/9/15 paged by
Falmouth 15:12 assist
Ambulance crew at
Tintagel Castle Casualty
Evacuation. Returned
to station 16:25 In
attendance L.Siford,M.

Smith,Bude CRT
18/9/15 23:14 paged
by Falmouth 23:14
Trebarwith Strand
Search/Investigation
Returned to station 01:30
In attendance L.Siford,T.
Partrick,Polzeath CRT
28/9/15 paged by
Falmouth 11:32 Castle
Casualty Evacuation
Rocky Valley. Returned
to station 14:07
L.Siford,M.Smith,Bude
CRT
14/10/15 paged by
Falmouth 16:02 Castle
Casualty Evacuation
Bossiney Cove. Returned
to station 17:23 In
attendance L.Siford,D.
Roots,B.Winsper,Polzeath
CRT
28/10/15 paged by
Falmouth 12:41 stood
down Trebarwith Strand.
Returned to station 13:25
In attendance L.Siford,D.
Roots,B.Winsper
31/10/15 paged
by Falmouth 01:59
search assist Bude CRT
stood down 02:14. In
attendance L.Siford.
Until the next time take
care on our Coastline
L.Siford Station Officer
Boscastle CRT

The

Arthur W. Bryant
Funeral Service

· PROFESSIONAL, CARING AND
PERSONAL ATTENTION
24 HOURS A DAY

· PRE-PAID FUNERAL PLANS
AVAILABLE

19 MARKET PLACE
CAMELFORD
CORNWALL
PL32 9PD

01840 214891

Tel:
Mobile: 07787 576345

Ruth Puddick
ARMCM GRNCM

VIOLIN & VIOLA TUITION

• all ages, beginners to diploma
• preparation for professional auditions
• chamber music coaching
Very experienced teacher, ex-BBC Philharmonic player

Phone: 01566 781845

Boscastle Gallery
The Bridge, Boscastle
(01840) 250248
Paintings by local artists
A wide selection of prints & cards plus
an unusual mix of gifts and gadgets.
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Minster Community Fellowship – 2015
Another three months of
2015 have flown by since
I wrote the MCF article
for the autumn edition but
our fundraising continues
apace.
Continuing on from
where I left off last time,
as many of you will now
know our November event,
Old Time Music Hall took
place on 10th November
at Otterham & St Juliot
“New” Hall. This was
organised by Anita Symons
and was far and away our
most successful fundraising
event to date but equally
important it was enjoyed
by a packed hall who are
already asking when the
next one is going to be
held. This evening raised an
amazing £2060.85 towards
Minster Church running
costs and renovations. For
those of you who were
unable to attend please
read the separate article
in Blowhole about this
event and do come along
to the next one!! As Chair
of the MCF Committee I
would like to express our
sincere thanks to Johnny
Cowling and all the other
performers / artistes who
gave their time for free
thus enabling us to raise
such a wonderful sum for

Minster, also our sincere
thanks to all the organisers
and helpers who made the
evening such a success.
We now have our
Christmas / Winter cards
based on original artwork
by Kirsty Hosking and
Carlos A. Cuellar Alejandro
for sale. These can be
purchased from various
outlets around the village:
The Cornish Stores, The
Farm Shop, The Picture
Parlour and Sue Scott.
They are also available to
purchase on our website
or from Liz and Garry at
Forrabury House, phone
01840 250466.
Continuing
on
a
Christmas theme if you
are looking for an original
present we do still have
about twenty of Raymund
Rogers’ paintings / sketches
for sale, these can be
viewed on our website.
Their valuation prices were
between £25 and £250 but
we will now accept any
reasonable offer (contact
Garry Benson on 01840
250466).
On 18th November The
Nap very kindly hosted
a Quiz Night in aid of
MCF which was very well
attended and enjoyed by all.

At the end of the evening
MCF were presented with
the proceeds of £152.47
and our grateful thanks go
to Ron, Sharon and Julie
for arranging this event and
boosting our fundraising
efforts this year.
2016 – We are thinking
about this already and
we have one date for
your diaries. By popular
demand Chris Bannister,
performing the music of
John Denver, will be back
to give another concert in
Boscastle on Saturday 27th
August. Please do pencil
this event in when you
receive your Christmas
presents of 2016 diaries
and more details will be
available nearer the time.
In the next edition
of Blowhole I will be
updating you all on our

fundraising totals for 2015
and the plans on Minster
expenditure, particularly
the renovation of the
windows. As we’ve said
before our aim is not just
to raise money for Minster
but to do so by putting
on events that are enjoyed
by all so our thanks to
everyone who has attended
these events and helped us
raise this money.
This just leaves me,
on behalf of the MCF
Committee,
to
wish
everybody a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy,
Healthy New Year.
If you would like to
assist in any way we would
love to hear from you and
we can be contacted via
our website (see below) or
by phone to Liz Benson on
01840 250466.
LB

Website: www.minstercommunityfellowship.co.uk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/minsterchurchboscastle
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Moira Hart’s
Fiendish Crossword
1

2

3

4

5

4

11

10

13

14

26

22

23

27

23

29

34

37

39

35

22

24

30

31

32

36

39

41

39

44

46

42

45

43

44

16

28

38

43

10

22

34

37

9

19

30

40

8

21

24

33

36

7

15

18

20

6

12

17

25

6

A Fond Farewell to Edna Edwards

42

47

48

Across

Down

1 iced drink

1 tropical tree

7 add fuel to fire

2 sharp knock

11 detection system

3 skilled

12 soup

4 young salmon

13 drink

5 minister

15 embedded decoration

6 sweet

17 hunted animal

7 prison

18 blacksmith’s workshop

8 dance

20 pace

9 leer

22 alright

10 new zealand parrot

23 record player with twin
speakers

12 16th letterof greek
alphabet

24 beer

14 category

25 metal container

16 part of item of clothing

28 tropical fruit

19 instrument for measuring
distance

29 collect

21 knowledgeable

31 annoy

22 sherry

33 part of a church

24 anxiety

34 parasitic plant

26 non-professional

37 european country

27 relating to branch of
armed services

38 fasten

30 inconsiderate

39 urn

32 eager

40 mythical creature

35 yellowish brown pigment

41 visionary

36 woman’s name

42 public school

41 cut

43 letter of greek alphabet

43 mesh

44 tavern

45 seabird

46 god of love
47 on

Having lived in Boscastle
for the best part of 57 years
Edna Edwards, a much
loved resident, decided it
was time for her to stop
wrestling with the Aga and
let others cook and care
for her. So this winter she
moved from High Street,
Boscastle into Eventide
Residential Home in Bude.
As a young woman
Edna had worked in her
home town, Bude, in
Mrs Geddes tobacconist
shop. She was to leave
her employer when she
married her husband, Mr.
Kenneth Edwards, whom
she met at the Camelford
Carnival in 1956.
Surrounded by friends
and family, their marriage
took place at Bude Central
church on 7th June,
1958. That same year
saw Boscastle flooded,
which affected her move
to Boscastle and curtailed
the celebrations for one of
her wedding guests - Mr.
Arthur Olde, who had to
leave the wedding early to

assist as coffin bearer at the
funeral of Mr. Berryman,
an ill-fated casualty of the
1958 flood. On the day
she became a permanent
resident of the village,
arrangements to move
her furniture were also
disrupted, as the road into
the village was impassable.
Edna has been a
member of the Methodist
chapel in Fore Street since
her residency; she was a
valued team member of the
Bowls club and Boscastle
WI.
I first met Edna when I
had coffee with the ‘three
musketeers’ – Doreen
Hancock, Iris Olde and
Edna – a much missed trio.
Fortunately, I will be able
to visit Edna at ‘Eventide’,
where reports say she has
happily settled in and made
many new friends.
Dear Edna, we wish
you well with many, many
happy years in your new
home – but we do miss
you.
GQ

Christopher Key
Solicitor

Trebiffen, Boscastle, PL35 0BN
Tel: 01840 250200 Fax: 01840 250900
Established 1997
serving the local community
conveyancing & wills
probate, general litigation, etc
Member Law Society Personal Injury Panel
Agricultural Specialist ~ Harbourmaster

answers on page 17
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Opening Hours and Useful Phone Numbers
Bottreaux Filling Station
Tel: 01840 250108

Monday - Friday 8am-6pm,
Saturday 9am-5pm
Sunday 9am-1pm

Boscastle Spar Shop
Tel: 01840 250419

Cash machine during business hours
Open daily at 6.00 am

Cornish Stores
Phone for opening hours
Tel: 01840 250344

NatWest Bank
The Mobile NatWest bank calls at the harbour
carpark on Fridays , from 1.45pm until 2.15pm.

Mobile Library
0800 032 2345 or 01872 272702
Now visits every fourth Friday:
Due at Boscastle, Paradise Road 10.20 -10.40
Tintagel- The Old Post Office 10.55 -11.15

8 January, 29 January
26th February, 1st April
th

th

Emergency Services:
Coastguard, Fire, Police, Ambulance: Dial 999
Police Station: For non-urgent issues:
101
Doctors’ Surgery and out-of-hours emergency
doctor:
01840 250209
NHS Advice : If you are feeling unwell and need a telephone
health assessment, please call the NHS 111 service free of charge
111

from any phone by dialing 			

Hospitals:
Bodmin - East Cornwall

01208 251300

Minor Injuries Unit open8 am – 10 pm, seven days a week

Launceston General

01566 761000

Stratton			

01288 320101

Truro -Treliske		
Plymouth - Derriford

01872 250000
08451 558155

Dental Helpline:		

0845 5000 230

NHS Emergency Dental Appt:

01872 354 375

Minor Injuries Unit open8 am – 10 pm, seven days a week
Minor Injuries Unit open 24hrs, seven days a week

Boscastle National Trust & Visitor Centre:
			
01840 250010 or 250353
Local Churches:
Church of England
01840 250359
Methodist
01840 214818
Catholic
01840 770663
Harbourmaster:

01840 250200

Parish Council:
Chairman:
01840 250414
Clerk: 01840 230609 email: forminpc@gmail.com
Community Centre Bookings:

01840 250442

Cornwall Council:

0300 1234 100

Town Hall, Market Place

Camelford One Stop Shop:

0300 1234 111

Tel: 01840 212409

Environment Agency:

0800 807 060

Tuesday: 09.30 - 17.00
Thursday: 09.30 - 13.30
Saturday: 10.00 - 13.00

Floodline: 			

0345 988 1188

South West Water emergency:

0844 346 2020

SWW leak reporting

0800 230 0561

Camelford Library

and Council One Stop Shop

Waste Tip, Bowithick Quarry

Highways:

0300 1234222

Sanding Road, Tintagel
Tel: 01840 770778

RSPCA: 			

0300 1234 999

Open Friday to Monday: 9am – 4pm

Village Hall Bookings:

Closed Christmas Day, Boxing Day & New Year’s Day
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Western Power emergencies:

0800 365 900

Jo Kent: 01840 250879

Village website: www.boscastlecornwall.org.uk

